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Abstract 

The central premise of the present study concemed the motivational factors that mediate 

social identification with a nationdistic identity and the subsequent cognitive information 

processing biases, and expression of in tergroup differentiation and discrimination. 

Consistent with p s t  research, compared to outside "neutral" observers, partisan groups, 

S erbs and Muslims perceived the same ne wspaper articles describing the Bosnian conflict 

as biased in favor of the other group. Potentiai motivational factors for this were derived 

from Realistic Conflict Theocy and Social Identity Theory. As predicted from Social 

Identity Theory and Self-Categorization Theory, regression analyses indicated that in- 

group identification was a consistent and powerfui predictor of perceived bias, intergroup 

differentiation and discrimination. Furthemore, contrary to Realistic Conflict Theory, 

conflict proved to be only a very weak predictor of discrimination. The relationship 

arnong intergroup bias, differentiation and discrimination with collective self-esteem 

proved inconsistent suggesting that some modification may be required of the centrai role 

attributed to self-esteem in Sociai Identity Theory. Practical and theoretical implications 

for Social Identity Theory and intergroup processes were discussed. 
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Introduction 

Working as a cultural interpreter and counsellor for the Catholic Immigration Centre 

and Pinecrest Community Centre. 1 have been exposed to a great number of personal 

stories and interpretations of the Bosnian war. Most of the stones conformed to a 

nationaiist prototype; each nationality has a distinctive, stereotyped version of the war. 

Mer a while, just from knowing a person's name as an indicator of nationality (Serb, 

Croat or Muslim), 1 could predict hisher version of the story. Each of these versions 

showed a tendency for each partisan group to negatively bias their interpretation of the 

other side's words and acts, and to blame the other side exclusively for the conflict. 

Curiously, despite the clear biases, each group perceived their own version to be truthful. 

In Bosnia the people are divided (wiilingly or unwillingly) into three national groups. 

The great paradox is that this division is religion based, although most of these people are 

not religious.' These three nationalities in tum have become out-groups to each other. 

They lost the ability to see each other as üidividuals, but instead began to see one another 

as members of an out-group. Bosnian Serb, Croats, and Muslims emphasize the 

differences between themselves, even where there seems to be none. They further create 

distinctiveness through such cultural dimensions as language: Croats are trying to 

rediscover their national identity by using the language of their ancestors; Bosnian 

1 According to the 1990 Encyclopaedia Britannica: "Rates of religious practice are low 
throughout Yugoslavia. Only about ten percent of the population has an active 
cornmitment to religion." 
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Muslims are using more Turkish words, while Serbs refuse to write in Latin alphabets. 

Before this war, the language for al1 three nationalities was Serbo-Croatian or Croato- 

Serb. There are a few dialects, but Serbs, Croats, and Muslims who live in the same city 

speak the same dialect- Serbian was originaiiy written in the Cyriliic alphabet and 

Croatian in the Latin, but many Serbs use predominantly the Latin alphabet. In Bosnia, by 

law, children were taught both alphabets and in the classroorn they used Latin one week 

and Cyriiiic the next. Since the war started, the Serbs clahn that they speak Serbian, 

Croats insist on Croatian, and Muslims call their language Bosnian. The minonties of 

citizens who stiii c d  their language "Serbo-Croatian" are from rnixed parentage or in 

rnixed mamiages. Language is but one dimension dong which previous cornmonalties are 

now secondary to the reclaimed distinctive elements. 

The war in Bosnia is over and no national group has benefited from this war. To the 

contrary, as individuals, people from al i  nationalities bave suffered dreadful 

consequences. So why their involvement in the war? Stem (1995) notes how it is possible 

for such nationalisrn to overcome self-interest even when self-interest is a primordial 

condition while nationai identity is not. He proposed that nationalisrn gets its force by 

drawing on a primordial sociality - a tendency to identiw with, leam from, and favour 

groups to which one has strong emotional ties. He clairns that group (not national) 

identification is a primordial condition and that when influence agents for nationalism 

succeed, they do so by eliciting identification with the nation and linking it to emotions 

and n o m  associated with membership in primary groups (Stem, 1995). 

Consistent with this, propaganda in the former Yugoslavia was one of the most 



important weapons of war. It was used to make Croats believe that they were the last 

bastions of Western democratic values; it encouraged the Muslims to see themselves only 

as innocent victims of Serbs' (and sometirnes Croats') aggression, and above aii it 

influenced the Serbs to view themselves as the tragic, blameless scapegoats in an 

international conspiracy to destroy Serb people and their homeland (Shawson, 1994). 

Clearly such propaganda was designed to enhance peopIe7s emotional identification with 

their own group- 

Also evident in the propaganda was the establishment of competitive identities, one 

could not believe in the ''tnith of more than one of these depictions of a group7s 

situation. However, the dificulty of distinguishing between tmth and lie has k e n  one 

characteristic of this war. One thing held in comrnon by members of aii three nationaiities 

was the certainty that those of their own nationality were the ones who knew the tmth and 

that the others had been brainwashed by the press and other media. From the moment the 

respective nationalists took over the press in the new republics, facts were distorted and 

invented in order to serve their own nationalistic interests. Compbtely different versions 

of what happened were presented, depending on which national paper was read. Even 

scholars, driven by nationalist ardour, began inventing theories, exaggerating historicd 

claims as to who inhabited which temtory at what time, who had the legitimate claim 

over it, who was responsible for forcible migrations, who were the heroes and who were 

the villains (Mojsez, 1994). Therefore, the common people were left to rely on the 

"tnith that had k e n  presented in their own interest; to believe that "the enemies openly 

kill us, even if we kill them - we only kill because they wanted to kiU us in the f m t  
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place." The explicit understanding came to be that " if you are not one of us, then you are 

against us." Referring to the coallict in the former Yugoslavia, Stem emphasised that 

even if that experience (discrimination) happens in national historical myths, propagated 

and/or perpetuated by the media, it WU still result in a powerful sense of group 

identification. 

Consistent with Stem's logic, Tajfel(I978) pointed out that cognitive, behavioural 

and evaluative intergroup differentiation reflects individuals' need to provide sociai 

meaning through social identity to an intergroup situation such as war. He also says t h  

this need is fdfilled through the creation of intergroup differences (or distinctiveness) 

even when such differences do not in fact exist. The three Bosnian groups (Serbs, Croats 

and Muslims) see the situation in the same region differently- They attribute such 

differences in constmal to the biasing effects of the propaganda on others. This theme has 

long been noted in research on in-group versus out-group attitudes (Griffin & Ross, 1991; 

Robinson, Keltner, Ward & Ross, 1995). This "naïve realism" refers to the individual's 

certainty that he or she is somehow privy to an invariant, knowable, objective reality 

while others are apt to misperceive the extent to which they view the world because they 

view it through a prism of self-interest or ideological bias (Robinson et al-, 1995). Stuàies 

concerned with intergroup conflict have emphasised some of the potential sociai 

consequences of this naivete, such as the tendency to misinterpret the other side's words 

and deeds. and to blame the other side exclusively for conflict (Robinson et al., 1995). 

The effect of group membership on perceptions of "who holds the truth" was 

examined by Duck, Hogg and Terry (1995) in their study of the third - person effect (a - 
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tendency for people to assume that other people are more influenced than they are by 

mass media). They surveyed Australian University students who identified with one of 

two major political parties regarding their perceptions of media campaign impact on self 

and others (during the 1993 Australian federai election), Results indicated that group 

membership affected the magnitude of perceived self-other differences in media 

influence, with ingroup members king perceived as Iess uifiuenced by media campaigns 

than outgroup rnembers. They also found that people who identified strongly with their 

preferred political party perceived kss carnpaign influence on themselves and on political 

ingroup members and differentiated more between the perceived level of impact on 

ingroup and outgroup members. As a theoretical explanation for these effects aspects of 

social identity theory and self-categorization theory were drawn from. In social identity 

theory's positive distinctiveness and seIf-esteem hypotheses, evaluative bias in favor of 

ingroup identities can be viewed as a consequence of social identification and the need to 

enhance self-esteern at the group level. When others are judged as outgroup members, 

they would be contrasted to the perceiver's identity, and evaiuated negatively - as 

relatively vulnerable to media influence. By contrast, to the extent that cornparison others 

are seen as ingroup members, they would be assimilated to the perceiver's identity, 

evaluated positively, like the self, as relatively invulnerable to influence (Duck et ai, 

1995). 

Despite group members' belief that they are not affected by media presentations, 

another line of research indicates that, guided by group identification, group members 

corne to see what they want to see and believe what they want to believe. For exarnple, 



Vallone. Ross and Lepper (1985) explored 'biased perceptions of media bias7' by 

presenting pro-braeli and pro-Arab student partisans (and also some "neutrai" students) 

with videotaped news coverage of the "Beirut massacre" of 1982~. They proposed that 

membes of each partisan group would view a presumabiy neutral program as biased 

against their own position. in addition, they sought to examine the extent to which 

partisans' potentiai contradictory charges of bias were a matter of differing evaluations of 

the information presented or were a matter of differing perceptions or recollections of the 

prograrns' content. The most knowledgeable "neutrai" subjects3 rated these programs as 

relatively unbiased, while the partisans' evaluations were very different. On al1 measures 

of perceived bias there was no overlap in the evaiuations offered by the two partisan 

groups: Pro-Arab and pro-Israeli viewers alike were convinced that the other side had 

been favoured by the media, that their own side had k e n  treated unfairly, and that the 

particular program reflected the self-interests and ideologies of those responsible for the 

program." 

These findings at f m t  glance seem to contradict the fmding of other research that 

shows a tendency for partisans to find support and self-confirmation in information that 

others find inconclusive or problematic (Griffin & ROSS, 199 1). Vallone et al. (1 985) 

' In 1982, a tragic series of events in the troubled Middle East (Israeli move to West 
Beirut), culrninated in the massacre of civilians in the refugee camp at Sabra and Chatilla, 
Lebanon. 

Participants completed questionnaire in which they rated their factual knowledge about 
Beirut massacre and its historicai antecedents. 

9 h e  six segments chosen for stimulus materiai were fiom major networks: NBC, ABC & 
CBS Networks. 



suggest that perceptions and attributions of media hostility are at least partially a 

consequence of the same confinnatory bias that they seem to contradict. That is, both 

partisan groups will consider the discrepancy between their own view of how things 

"redly are" and the more moderate, two-sided view presented in the effects of the third 

Party, as evidence of that party's bias ( Griffin & Ross, 1991). 

The results of this study also suggested that the two partisan groups seerned to 

disagree about the specific events they had actually seen. Pro-Israeli subjects claimed that 

a higher percentage of the specific facts and arguments presented were anti-Israeli than 

pro-IsraeIi, while pro-Arab viewers offered the opposite assessment. Both sides also 

believed that the overall tone, emphasis, and message of the program was such that it 

would lead neutral viewers to change their attitudes in a direction favourable to the other 

group and hostile to their own. 

Gunther (1992) went further in his study of perceptions of media coverage of social 

groups by exploring the underlying bases of the perceptual biases. Using data from a 

national probability sample, he examined the effects of numerous independent variables 

such as involvement with issues and groups, media attributes, audience demographics, 

and sceptical disposition on respondent ratings of newspaper and television news 

coverage of social groups. Involvement was operationalized as social group membership 

for each subject. He found that highly involved people were more iikely to demonstrate 

biased processing by taking consonant information as simply factual and embracing it, 

but judging counter- attitudinal information to be the product of a biased, misguided 

source, and rejecting it. He too concluded that group membership played a major role in 



perceptions of the fairness or credibility of mass media (Gunther, 1992). 

The main interest of ihe present snidy is to explore the role of group membeahip and 

identity on how the "same event" evokes such contrary interpretations by people of 

different nationalities. These differences in interpretation appear to be characterized by 

extreme in-group favouritism and outgroup devduation. More specifïcally, when 

presented with media reports of theù realities, ingroup members accept information 

consonant with their identity as factual, and reject dissonant information as biased 

propaganda that primarily drives the suggestible members of the outgroups. However, it 

is further expected that not dl members of a national group will engage in such 

intergroup differentiation to the same degree. In order to examine such individual 

differences in the effects of group identity, the psychological bases for belonguig to a 

group will be examined. Classical theories of prejudice and discrimination have paid linle 

attention to the role of social identity in ethnic group relations. However, a "social 

identity approach", specificaiiy, Sociai Identity Theory (Sm and Self-Categorization 

Theory (SCT), do deal explicitly with this relationship (Jaspars & Warnaen, 1982). The 

central principle of a social identity approach is that belonging to a group is largely a 

psychological state which is quite distinct from that of king a unique and separate 

individual and that the psychological processes associated with social identity are 

responsible for producing distinctly "groupy" behaviours (Hogg & Abrams, 1988). 

Comi tive mechanism underlving social iden titv 

It has long k e n  recognized that membership in social groups has a profound impact 

on individuais' identity. People's concepts of who they are. and how they relate to others 
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is largely determined by the groups to which they feel they belong (Hogg & Abrams, 

1988). Self-categorization theory " . . . makes social identity the social -cognitive basis of 

group behavior, the mechanism that makes it possible" (Turner, Hogg, Oakes, Reicher & 

Wetherell, 1 987). Sekategorization theory addresses the cognitive processes by which 

people corne to conceptualize thernselves in t e m s  of sociai categones. 

SCT suggests that there are different levels of categorizing oneself. The social 

identity is at an intermediate level (membership in certain social groups apart from 

others) between a superordinate level of self as human k i n g  and a subordinate level of 

the personal self, distinct fiom al1 other individuais. These levels define one's social, 

'human', and personal identity, respectively (Tuner et al., 1987), with SCT emphasizing 

the social versus personal identity. According to this conceptualization, the distinction 

between one's social and personal identity is a function of the level of abstraction in the 

salience of perceptions of self versus other. When social identity becomes salient, self- 

perceptions tend to become depersonalized and individuals are said to act as group 

members. They will likely see themselves in terms of a group stereotype and conform to 

group n o m ,  ignoring their personal identity (Hogg & Abrams, 1990), which refers to 

self-categones that define the individual as a unique person in tenns of hidher individual 

differences from other (in-group) persons (Turner, Oakes, Haslam & McGarty 1994). 

Therefore, social identity refers to the shared social categoncal self. Turner uses the 

concept of depersonalization to understand major group phenornena such as group 

formation and cohesiveness, cooperation and cornpetition, social influence, social 

stereotyping, and crowd behavior. 
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The cognitive process of categorization serves to arrange the potentialiy infinite 

variability in social stimuli into a more manageable number of distinct categories (Tajfel. 

1978). It simplifies perception by accenniating similarities withii the same category and 

differences between different categories. Basically, the categorization process produces 

stereotypic perceptions, that is, perceptions of all members of a social category or group 

as sharing some characteristic, whicti distinguishes them fiom some other social groups. 

This process of minimiwig intracategory and maxirnizing intercategory differences is 

referred to as "self-stereotyping" (Turner et ai., 1987)- Self-categorization causes self- 

perceptions and self-definition to become more in ter- of the individuai's representation 

of the defining characteristics of the group. or the group prototype (Hogg Br Abrams, 

1988). This can be expressed operationaily as a meta-contrat ratio that is defined as the 

ratio of the differences between members of one category and another to the differences 

arnong members within one category (Turner et al., 1987). The relevant in-group 

prototype is that position on the dimension that simultaneously maxunizes intergroup 

differences and minimizes in-group differences. The most prototypical group member 

would be the one who is simultaneously rnost different fkom the out-group and leat  

different to the in-group (Hogg & McGarty, 1990). A hîgh meta-contrast ratio, or self- 

stereotyping is considered to occur on al1 dimensions subjectively believed to be 

correlated with the relevant intergroup categorization. 

The propaganda used by nationalist leaders in former Yugoslavia to categorize people 

into national categories in effect, successfully enhanced the meta-contrast ratios for group 

members and thereby increased the salience of nationdistic (social identity). For two 
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years before the war, nationalist leaders promoted the differences between the three 

nationalities and accentuated the similarities within each one. As a result of this process, 

people perceived similarïties between the self and ingroup members and merences 

ktween outgroup members. Thus their social (national) identities became extremely 

salient. This CO-occurred with individuais becoming depersonaiized, chat is, cognitively 

absorbed by their social identities, and separated nom their personai identities. Their 

perceptions and behaviours were greatly infiuenced by their group rnembership, and they 

lost their ability to see each other as individuais, instead defining one another as members 

of the in-group versus out-group. 

Self-categorization theory has ken  criticized on various grounds. Of particular 

interest to this study is the fact that the theory does not consider individual variations in 

responses when a social identity is salient (Abrams, 1990). More specificdiy, not al1 

group rnernbers wiii show the same level of social identity in the same context, and hence 

show differences in intergroup behaviours. It has therefore been suggested that the 

relevance of social categories and intergroup behaviours are infiuenced by motivational 

factors involved in self-conceptualization and identity construction (Hogg & Abrams, 

1988). 

Motivational processes associated with social identification 

Social identity theory (Sm was originaiiy developed as an extension to redistic 

goup conflict theory (RCT) (Tajfel & Turner 1986). The central hypothesis of RCï that 

"the real conflict of group interests causes intergroup conflict is seen as deceptively 

simple by S ï ï  theorists" (Tajfel & Turner, 1986). They argue that RCT failed to 
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recognize either the processes undedying the development and maintenance of group 

identity or the possibly autonomous effects u p n  the in-group and intergroup behavior on 

these "subjective" aspects of group membership. According to RCT, in-group 

identification is epiphenomenon of intergroup conflict. 

However, institutionaiization, explicitness and objectivity of an intergroup conflict are 

not necessary conditions for intergroup discrimination, aithough they will often prove to 

be sufficient conditions (Tajfel & Turner, 1986). One example is provided in the early 

experiments of Tajfel(1970, 197 1) in which it was found that intergroup discrimination 

existed under conditions of minimal in-group afEiliation, an absence of conflict of 

interest, and an absence of previous hostility between the groups. It was concluded that 

the mere perception of belonging to two distinct groups, that is, social categonzation per 

se, was sufficient to trigger intergroup discrimination favoring the in-group. 

Therefore, by contrast, S E  focuses upon the processes unâerlying the development 

and maintenance of group identity. Social identity is defined as that "part of the 

individuals' self-concept which derives fiom their knowledge of their membership of a 

social group (or groups) together with the value and emotional significance attached to 

that membership" (Tajfel, 1982). According to S ï ï  individuals' membership in various 

social groups rnakes an important contribution to hid  her self-concept by providing a 

source of social identity. SIT fuaher purports that when some social category contributes 

to defining the self, the need for positive self-esteem should motivate a desire to evaluate 

that category positively. Thus, the motivational explanation for intergroup differentiation 

provided by S R  revolves around the individual's desire to prornote self-esteem. 
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Tajfel and Turner ( 1986) described this as a need for a positive social identity and 

have made it the basis for an extensive theoretical analysis of intergroup relations, and 

predictions about intergroup behaviour. The need for positive social identity motivates a 

search for and enhancement of positive distinctiveness for one's own group in 

comparison with other groups. To assess the value of their identity, individuals will 

engage in social comparison on relevant dimensions. This comparison is generaiIy 

between the in-group and a relevant out-group. Favourable cornparisons provide ingroup 

members with positive distinctiveness and thus positive social identity. When the 

outcome of this comparison is negative or is threatened, individuals may suive to leave 

their existing group and join some more positively distinct group. If that is impossible 

(e-,o., we cannot change our ethnic group), several other strategies rnay be adopted to 

establish a more positively distinct identity, including social creativity strategies such as 

finding some new dimensions of intergroup comparison, changing the values attached to 

existing dimensions of comparison, or changing the out-group for comparison. Another 

strategy that group members may use to seek positive distinctiveness is through direct 

cornpetition with an outgroup. Hence the establishment of red conflict. 

The Bosnians' national identities have undergone intensive change and development 

since the dissolution of Yugoslavia, For those who identified themselves as Yugoslav, 

this caused a crisis of national identity. Perhaps the easiest way to deal with this crisis 

was to delve into one's farniiy past and identm with one's family religion as had k e n  the 

historical basis for identity (even though most had Little experience of how to practice 

religion). At that t h e  this provided individuals with a distinct identity. This identification 
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process was greatly encouraged by the nationalist leaders who were insisting on great 

distinctiveness arnong and a lack of integration between these t h e  groups. The 

propaganda also made it clear that as it currently stood, the respective nationalist 

identities were at a dîsadvantage compared to other groups. Therefore, to achieve a 

positive identity the nationatist parties encouraged engagement in a direct competition 

over who should rule the country- 

One can see that through the use of propaganda, national identities of people in 

Bosnia became salient, and direct competition was the response to achieve a positive 

identity. One could argue that for the people who lived there, this strategy resulted in a 

real conflict between groups, that wouid further enhance and perpetuate the intergroup 

situation and salience of the intergroup identity. Indeed, Bosnians out of Yugoslavia 

would sirnilady develop strong group identities, not because of reai conflicting group 

interests, material conflict or competition between these groups, but rather, because of the 

salience of the processes of group categorization and selknhancement. The need to 

preserve or achieve "positive group distinctiveness" in the face of the situation of their 

home country and international awareness of events would result in intergroup behaviow 

that would serve to protect, enhance or achieve a positive social identity. 

In-woup identification and interrrou~ discrimination 

In February 1994, Canadian television aired that, during constant shelling of Sarajevo. 

a bomb fell on the marketplace kiiling 68 civilians. Commenting later on this news item, 

a young and educated woman of Serbian nationality told me "you see how far they (the 

Muslims) wiU go, they are killing their own people to make the world believe that Serbs 
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are the aggressoa." Generaily each member of a group sees its own nation as blameless, 

or at least less guilty, than othen. The more biased the person is, the more hdshe will 

discriminate against outgroups. However, the degree of their bias and discrimination 

against outgroups varies among members of the same group. What does affect the 

individuals' tendency toward intergroup bias and discrimination? 

One of the central predictions of SIT is that there will be a positive reIation between 

the strength of identification with a group and the degree of intergroup discrimination. 

More specificaiiy, this would suggest that the more an individual identifies with a group, 

the more central this identity wilI be as a basis for self-esteem. The more his or her self- 

esteem depends on a positive social identity deriving from that group membership. the 

greater the need to establish positive in-group distinctiveness. This may be achieved by 

means of ingroup bias or intergroup discrimination (Keliy, 1988). For example, Keiiy's 

(1988) study with British political parties provides strong support for the hypothesized 

relationship between in-group identification and intergroup discrimination. 

However, numerous other studies suggest that group identification and in-group bias 

are not always positively associated (Brown, Condor, Mathews, Wade & Williams, 1986; 

Brown & Williams, 1984; Oaker & Brown, 1986; Struch & Schwartz, 1989). Kelly's 

study contrats strongly with the majority of these investigations, which have examined 

this issue in occupational settings. Kelly (1988) suggested that perhaps the differences in 

research results were due to differences in the group processes most evident in the 

occupational versus political settings. Two main differences were suggested. The first 

difference relates to the nature of social identification in these different contexts. In an 
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occupational setting the most common dimension of workgroup relations is the extent to 

which the individual feels an attachent to other indiv'duals in the group. Thus, these 

workgroups provide a source of friendship or a source of income, and may be more of a 

basis for individuals' personal rather than social identity (Brown et al, 1986). By contrast, 

the qudity of interpersonal relations is a Less salient attribute of political group 

memkrshîp (Brown et al. 1986). Political affiliation depends entirely on the sense of 

subjective identification with the noms and charactenstics of the group (Keiiy, 1988). 

The second difference concerns the framework for intergroup relations: the 

occupationai context is relatively cooperative, whde politicai context is mainiy 

competitive. Previous research has suggested that predictions derived from S ï ï  may be 

more appropnate for explaining competitive than cooperative contexts (Brown & 

Abram, 1986). Consistent with RCT, and as noted earlier with respect to Bosnians, a 

drive for a positive and distinct social identity may lead to direct competition, but the 

competition in tum may enhance and perpetuate group membership as the basis for the 

individuals' identity and behaviour. 

The intergroup relations arnong three Bosnian groups are much more similar to those 

of the politicai groups than the work groups, in that they are brutally competitive. 

However, individuals from these groups wiU differ in the extent to which they are directly 

exposed to the conflict, and in the extent to which they identiQ with individuals within 

groups (e.g. fkiend, family) as opposed to the group itself. Such variability in strength of 

group identity is especially likely among refugees and immigrants. Some have k e n  more 

directiy affected by the war and intergroup conflict than others; those who perceive 
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themselves to be most affected are more Uety to have strong group identities and to 

display large intergroup biases. On the other hand, individuals' basis for interacting with 

other group members maybe less constrained by the intergroup conflict than it would be 

in Yugoslavia; for some. the basis of interaction may be a reflection of individual 

connections, while for others it may be a matter of absorption with the group identity. To 

the extent that the latter is me, these individuals may be more iikely to show intergroup 

bis .  

Self-esteem and intermoup discrimination 

Assuming that intergroup discrimination is motivated by individual's desire to achieve 

and maintain positive sel f-identity, S E  leads to two coroiiaries: that intergroup 

discrimination will enhance self-esteem and that low self-esteem should lead to 

discrimination. Most of the relevant data that attempt to assess the empiricd status of the 

self-esteem hypothesis cornes from minimal group studies. 

Corollary one, that intergroup discrimination enhances self-esteem, has been 

supported by some studies (Lemyre & Smith, 1985; Oakes & Tunier, 1980), but not 

others (Chin & McClintock, 1993, exp. 1; Hogg & Sunderland, 199 1; Hogg & Turner, 

1985, 1987; Keiiy, 1988). 

The results have been similady mixed with respect to the second coroilary that low 

self-esteem leads to greater discrimination. Some studies report that lower self-esteem, 

mostly rnanipulated experimentally through relative status, power or numerosity, was 

associated with greater discrimination (Hogg & Sunderland, 1991; Hunter, Stnnger & 

Coleman, 1993). However, other studies found that those with low or tbreatened self- 
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esteem did not manifest higher levels of bias (Sachdev & Bourhis, 1987, 1991), whereas 

those with higher selfesteem did (Crocker, Thompson, McGraw & Ingerman, 1987; 

Long, Spears & Manstead, 1994). Thus, the research overall does not provide consistent 

causal relationships between intergroup discrimination and selfesteem. 

The inconsistencies in research findings have led some researchers to suggest that the 

role of selfesteem has k e n  over-implicated in intergroup relations (Hogg & Abrams, 

1990). However, others have emphasized many problems associated with the research on 

self-esteem in intergroup relations. More specifically, measures of selfesteem typicdy 

used in this research are individudistic in nature, so that they address personal self- 

esteem rather than social or collective seksteem (esteem derived from the social groups 

to which one belongs) (Long et al. 1994). Long et al. (1994) rationalized that personal 

self-esteem is at the wrong level of abstraction to account for intergroup discrimination 

and that collective self-esteem should be considered- These researchers exarnined the role 

of the social self-esteem specific to the salient social identity, as weil as the effect of 

personai self-esteem on out-group discrimination. They found that while high personal 

self-esteem led to greater discrimination, low social self-esteem had this same effect. 

Their fuidings imply that it is critically important to distinguish between personal and 

social self-esteem. 

Even when a collective esteem scale has been used, such measures frequentIy tap into 

a global collective self-esteem as opposed to focussing on a specific social identity (Long 

et al., 1994). Hunter, Platow, Howard and Stnnger (1996) also recognized the problem of 

using global measures of seif-esteem and addressed this issue by assessing a specific 



social self-esteem. They found that when members of real groups engage in evaluative 

intergroup b i s ,  the esteem specifcdy relevant to the salient social self is enhanced. It 

was conciuded that o d y  the esteem in which the specific self-images are held and are 

relevant to social category membership should be a e c t e d  by an act of intergroup 

discrimination or bias (Hunter et al, 1996)- 

Hogg and Abrams (1988, 1990) M e r  emphasized the issue of the level of generality 

and endurability of self-esteem combined with transitory nature of the experimental 

situations of discrimination set up. They argued that discrimination stemming from a 

transitory identity such as that which is constructed in the minimal intergroup context 

would not be expected to significantiy affect measures of more enduring self-esteem 

(Hogg & Sunderland, 1 99 1). Overcoming suc h methodological and interpretatîve 

limitations, Hogg and Sunderland (1991) tested both coroliaries by manipulating 

transitory self-esteem in the minimal group study. Lower self-esteem subjects who were 

explicitly categorized as a group discriminated signifrcantly more thau those who were 

uncategorized or had higher seks teem (corollary 2). However, greater discrimination 

was not associated with an increase in transitory self-esteem (corollary 1). 

Finally, the most emphasised cnticism of research in this area is that most of the 

studies have used a variant of the minimal group paradigm- It has been argued that self- 

esteem and intergroup discrimination may only be related when the relations between 

groups are meaningfd (Crocker et al., 1987; Crocker & Luhtanen, 1990; Hunter et  al., 

1996). In other words, when membership in minimal groups is assigned arbitrarily, group 

membership may fail to activate concems with selknhancement. Some empirical support 
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for this is provided by Ruttenberg, Zea and Sigelman (1996). In their stuciy with real 

groups, Arabs and Jews, they examined the effect of social self-esteem and s trength of in- 

group identification on intergroup bias and discrimination. In line with predictions from 

SU, it was found that participants who discriminated most were strongiy identified with 

the in-group and had low social self-esteem (Ruttenberg et al., 1996). 

Measures of personal self-esteem focus on individuais' self-evaluaticns based on their 

personal attributes, whether in relation to private or interpersonal domains. As such, these 

measures assess the level of positivity of individuals' personal identity and fail to 

consider the positivity of their social identity as conceptualized in social identity theory. 

Thus, while personai self-esteem tends to affect the use of self-serving biases and more 

individualized self-ehancement tactics, social self-esteem may be an important moderator 

of in-group bias, and other grouplevel suategies discussed in social identity theory 

(Luhtanen & Crocker, 1992). In the present study, the role of social self-esteem specific 

to the sdient social identity for members of the Bosnian groups in intergroup bias was 

examined- Consistent with the logic underlying the suggestion that membership in red  

social groups activates concern with self-enhancement, it was hypothesized that the more 

an individual identified with a group, the more hislher self-esteem would depend on a 

positive social identity deriving from that membership. Thus, those people with low self- 

esteem who identiQ strongly with their respective national group were expected to show 

the greatest intergroup bias. People with high self-esteem, even under conditions of 

strong identification with the group would be less biased compared to those with low seif- 

esteem because their selfesteem is not threatened by the group identity. Conversely, if 
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the individual does not identify strongly with the group (as in minimal group context), 

self-esteem would not motivate intergroup bias or discrimination. 

Affect and intermouil relations 

Studies concerned with social identity theory and intergroup relations have tended to 

concentrate on the cognitive processes and effects of categorization and social 

comparison (Skevington, 1989). In any study of intergroup relations it is questionable 

how far it is possible to fuliy appraise intergroup discrimination without evaluating 

affective connections such as gladness and pride or shame and distress to be a group 

member. Some argue that affect is a central component of intergroup conflict (Pettigrew, 

1986). This is especiaily true for partisan groups, in that it may be the power of emotions 

that drives discriminatory behaviour (Skevington, 1989). 

in pointing to the importance of social identity, Tajfel(1978) referred to the 

"emotional significance" attached to group membership. Yet SlT has neglected an 

analysis of the role of emotions in intergroup relations (Skevington, 1989), focussing 

instead, perhaps as an alternative, on outcomes of social comparison. Deaux (1992) 

pointed out that the nature of emotional involvement has not been elaborated on by SIT 

and that objective categonzation cnteria for group memkrship are typicaily considered 

sufficient to define an identity category. She suggested a more subjective approach to 

identity which considers: 1) the degree to which an individual claims an identity that 

might be assumed on the basis of objective criteria; and 2) what meanings are associated 

with a given identity category (Deaux, 1992). To put this in the context of Bosnian 

groups, it would be a mistake to assume that not only do al1 members of each nationality 
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equally claim a given "social identity", but as well, that king a member of a a v e n  

national group has the sarne personal meaning for di members. For example, a strong 

sense of belonging to a group may involve a sense of sharne, embarrassrnent or guilt, or 

conversely a feeling of pnde and compassion. Clearly, it seems that the nature of such 

affective meaning will affect an individuals' response in an intergroup context. 

As a resuit of lack of research regarding the effect of the nature o f  exnotional 

significance of group membership on intergroup bias, the following predictions are 

exploratory. It is hypothesised that the more an individual experiences emotions 

associated with own group membership the stronger he/she will be identified with h i d e r  

respective national group. However, the valence of these emotions may differentiaiiy 

affect intergroup bias. It is expected that those people with intense positive emotions who 

identified strongly with their respective group WU display intergroup b i s ,  while those 

with negative emotions may not. 

Surnrnary of the oresent study 

The present study was an investigation of the underlying bases of biased perception of 

opposing Bosnian groups. In particuiar, this study sought to investigate the role of 

cognitive (categorization), motivationd (self-esteem) and fictive factors in intergroup 

behavior. In surnmary, this study of Bosnian nationalities was designed to test the 

following hypotheses: 

1) Members of each national group wouid generally rate the information that was neutral 

to outside observers as biased against their own group. 

2) Participants' level of in-gcoup identification would be positively associated with 
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intergroup differentiation and perceived bias. 

3) Participants who perceived themselves to be most affected by intergroup contlict 

would be more iikely to have strong group identities and to display large intergroup 

bias. 

4) Lower self-esteem among participants who strongly identified with their group would 

be associated with greater intergroup differentiation and b i s ,  compared to those with 

higher sel f-esteeni, 

3 Participants with intense positive emotions who identified strongly with their 

respective group would display intergroup bias, while chose with negative emotions 

may not. 



Participants were Muslims and serbsS from Bosnia and Herzegovina that 

immigrated to Canada within the last six years. Past research with ethnic groups ( e g  

Ruttenberg et al., 1996) indicate6 that king born or raised in a new culture could interfere 

with the phenornena that we attempt to explain, Therefore, for the purpose of this study 

the most appropriate participants were adults who lived in Bosnia pnor to the conflict 

(that started six years ago). A sample of 30 participants fiom each ethnic group was 

recruited employing a sno w balling technique, starting with fnends and acquaintances. 

Also, some participants responded to announcements for recmïting that were placed 

throughout the Campus and in the community (such as community and health centres and 

immigrant organisations). Ages ranged fiom 23 to 52 with 36 male and 24 fernale 

respondents. The majority of participants (87.7%; n=52) had partners of the same 

nationality, while 13.3% (n=8) respondents had partners of a different nationality. 

Participants were contacted over the phone and asked to participate in a "study of the 

Croats were not inciuded in the study because this community in the Ottawa area is so 
small that it would have k e n  difficult to get an adequate sample size. Also, it was 
impossible to find stimulus articles where ai i  three groups were involved. It was believed 
that the objectives of. this study could be accomplished with two groups, Muslirns and 
Serbs. 

Ruttenberg et al. found that social identity variables were largely unrelated to prejudice 
arnong the Jewish students, but the findings for Arab students were consistent with 
hypothesis that low collective self-esteem and high participation in ethnicaiiy relevant 
organization would engender prejudice. The fact that most of the Arab students were born 
in the Middle East and as such, may have been more personally involved with the Arab- 
Israeli conflict, in contrast to most of the Jewish students who were born in the USA, was 
used to account for the differences in findings (Ruttenberg et al., 1996). 



media coverage of the confiict in Bosnia." 

Finally, a group of neutrai participants (n=30) that did not have any personal 

connection with the former Yugoslavia was recniited from introductory psychology 

classes for "a study of the media coverage of the confiict in Bosnia" and were 

compensated with course credit. This group was somewhat younger (age range was 18 to 

26), although it was comparable in terms of sex breakdown (nt12 women; n=18 men). 

Procedure 

Participants were run in groups of 3 to 6 that were homogeneous with the respect to 

ethnic group membership. Before reading the stimulus matenals, partisan groups were 

asked to complete questionnaires of selfesteem (personal and collective), strength of 

ingroup identification, emotional significance of group membership, a sociai distance 

scale and group involvement. Foiiowing completion of these questionnaires, participants 

read two selected articles in random order and responded to questionnaires designed to 

assess perceived biases and intergroup differentiation. Participants had a choice 

regarding the language in which they preferred to conduct the study (English or Serbo- 

Croatian). Al1 questionnaires and stimuius materials were double translated to Serbo- 

Croatian by registered tramlators. Neuval participants only read the stimulus matenals 

and responded to the questionnaires about perceived biases. 

Pnor to completing questionnaires, participants were told that their responses were 

anonyrnous and confidentid and were asked to read and sign the "informed consent 

form" in which they were informed about the nature of the study and the conditions of 

their participation- Al1 participants were debriefed in writing. 



Stimulus material. 

Six newspaper articles reporting on the Bosnian war were selected fiom a sample of 

major Canadian newspapers' coverage of the war in Bosnia. These articles were chosen 

because they provided coverage of controversial events, and both sides (Muslim and 

Serbs) appeared to be blamed equally. As such, the articles could be viewed as neutral to 

wnvolved reader. These six articles, each approxirnately two pages in length, were 

published by The Gazette (Montreal) (2), The Ottawa Citizen (1), The Toronto Star (2) 

and The Vancouver Sun (1).  They were pilot tested on the "neutrai'* group of university 

students to assess the levels of perceived bias (see Appendix A). The final stimulus 

materials consisted of two articles that were rated as relatively unbiased by "neutrals." 

Both articles were concemed with the 1994 bombing of Sarajevo's market place that 

killed 68 people. The primary focus of the articles was to convey that officials had been 

unable to determine who was responsible for the attack, the Serbs or the Muslims. The 

first article titled "UN can't prove that Muslirns have attacked their own" cites UN 

officials arguing that the United Nations in Sarajevo was uoable to pinpoint precisely the 

origin of Saturday's 120rnm mortar shell. This article primarily relies on citing opposing 

opinions concerning the accusation that "Musiims staged atrocities against own people to 

gain international syrnpathy." The second article titled "UN team can't pin massacre on 

Serbs' artillery: Muslim-led Bosnian army accused of staging shelling that killed 68" 

covers the same incident, but provides more technicai details regarding the UN 

investigation of the incident. Mostly, it cites UN officials who try to explain why they 

were unable to determine which side frred the mortar bomb. 



Measures 

In-group identzflcation. The strength of group identification was assessed using a 

scale developed by Brown et al. (1986). The scale is made up of 10 statements (five 

positive and five negative) reflecting awareness of group membership, evaiuation and 

affect (e-g. "It is important to me that 1 belong to this national group"). Responses to the 

statements are on a 5 -point scde (from never (1) to very often (5)). Brown et al. (1986) 

reported a Cronbach's alpha of 0.7 1, indicaîïng adequate inter-item reiiabiiity- Criterion 

validity was established in terms of its ability to distinguish between respondents whose 

spontaneous comments about their group had been classified as positive, with those 

whose cornments were neutralhegative (Brown et al., 1986). 

Ratings on some items were recoded so that high scores indicated strong 

identification with the respective national group. inter-item reliability analysis indicated 

that one item negatively related to total scale, r = -. 18 (i.e. "1 feel that it puts me at 

disadvantage to belong to SerbdMuslirns group"), and substantially reduced scale 

reliability. This item was not included in the final scale score. Inter - item reliability for 

the final scale was good (Cronbach's alpha = -83). The mean score across nine items was 

used as the overaii scale score. 

Two items revised fiom Gurin and Townsend (1986) were also included to assess 

sense of common fate, which they argue is an important dimension of group identity. 

Participants responded to two questions: 'Do you think that what happens to 

SerbslMuslims generally will have something to do with what happens in your Me? And 

'Do you think that Serbs'/Muslims' political program has affected you personally?' 

Responses were in the form of ratings on a scale from 1 (not at dl)  to 5 (to a great 



degree). The two items were moderately correlated (r = -38). Therefore, the mean was 

taken as participants' score of perceived common fate, such that higher scores reflected 

greater perception of common fate. 

The Rosenberg Self-Esteern Scale (RSE). This 10-item scale was created to measure 

global personal self-esteem. Participants responded to statements about themselves (e.g. 

"On the whole 1 am satisfied with myself') using a four-point scale (from 1 (strongly 

disagree) to 4 (strongly agree)). O'Brien (1985) conducteà a factor analysis on the RSE 

and found a single factor, strongly supporting the unidimensiondity of the scale. Further, 

the RSE correlated si@icantly with global subscales of the Eagly Feelings of 

hadequacy Scale, additionaiiy supporting the contention that the RSE measures global 

self-esteem (O'Brien, 1985). Shapurian, Hojat and Nayerahmadi (1987) found good test- 

retest reliability of the scale, as well as establishg concurrent vaiidity with other 

criterion measures. Likewise, Brems and Lloyd (1995) found that the RSE correlates 

with other measures of self-esteem (e-g. the MMPI-2 Content scale and the Harter Adult 

Self-Perception Profile), indicating good concurrent validity. Westaway and Wolmarans 

( 1992) report that its internai consistency is good, = 0.78. The Rosenberg scale has been 

used in previous studies of self-esteem and ingroup bias (Crocker & Schwartz, 1985; 

Crocker et al., 1987)- 

Some items were recoded so that on ail items, high scores reflected a high degree of 

personal self-esteem. The mean rating across al1 ten items was used as the overall scale 

score (Cronbach alpha = -82)- 

Collective self-esteem scale. A 16-item adaptation of Luhtanen and Crocker's (1992) 

Collective Self-Esteem Scale was used to assess self-esteem derived from ethnic group 
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identification . The scale consists of four subscdes: Membership Esteem ('3udgernents 

of how good or worthy they are as members of their social groups"), Private Collective 

Self-Esteem ("one's personal judgement of how good one's socid groups are"), Public 

Collective Self-Esteem ("one's judgements of how other people evduate one's social 

groups"), and Importance to Identity ("the importance of one's social group membenhips 

to one's self concept") (Luhtanen & Crocker, 1992). Responses to aii 16 items were on a 

7-point Likert-type scale ranging from 1 (strongly disagree) to 7 (strongly agree). The 

instructions in the present snidy were modified so as to direct the participants to focus on 

their socid identity as it related to ethnic origïn/nationaiity (see Crocker et al., 1994; 

Ethier & Deaux, 1990; and Ruttenberg et al., 1996, for evidence that such adaptations are 

appropriate). Crocker and Luhtanen (1990) reported that the four subscdes reflect distinct 

factors, with alpha coefficients of .83 or higher. They aiso reported a test-retest reliability 

of .68 over a six-week interval. The results of validity studies (Luhtanen & Crocker, 

1992) have indicated the CSE dimensions are moderateIy correlated with rneasures of 

individual self-esteem (correlation with Rosenberg self-esteem scale r =. 34) but 

unrelated to Marlowe-Crowne social desirability scores. 

Ratings on some items were recoded so that high score indicated a high degree of 

collective self-esteem. Item analysis for each subscale was conducted and yielded 

Cronbach alphas as follows: membenhip esteem, a = -8 1, private collective self-esteem. 

a = -53, public collective self-esteem, a = .67 and importance to identity, a = .85. Due to 

low retiability, the private collective self-esteem subscale was dropped from furcher 

analysis. Considering only moderate intercorrelations (frorn - -36 to S8), each of the 
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other three subscaie was treated as a separate variable . 

Afective component of in-group identizy. This scale was designed for the purposes 

of this study to assess the nature of emotional simcance of group membership. It was 

made up of 10 statements reflecting positive (five items) and negative (five items) 

emotions associated with membership in the respective national groups (e-g. "1 feel proud 

that 1 am Serb/MusW; "Being a Serb/Muslim makes me feet b@ity-")- These 10 

ernotions were takn fiom Chambers (1997) Iist of discrete emotions. Responses to the 

statements were on a 7-point scale, ranging trom 1 (not at dl)  to 7 (extremely). Ratings 

on items reflecting negative ernotions were recoded so that high scores indicated a high 

degree of denial of negative emotions. Principal component analysis reveaied a two-factor 

solution based on eigenvalues greater than 1. These two factors explained 56.3 % of the 

variability in responses. Based on rotated factor loadings greater than -40 the first factor 

comprised of four positive emotions (pnde, feel secure, compassion, likeness), while the 

second factor comprised of three negative emotions (frustration, shame, aguilt). The 

remaining items did not load on a distinct factor. Item analysis of the fint factor subscale 

yielded a Cronbach 's alpha of -90, and for the second factor subscale Cronbach's alpha 

was .W. There was no significant correlation between these two factors (r = -09). For 

funher analyses, means of items on the two subscales were taken as independent 

dimensions of emotional significance of group membership. 

Perceived conflict. This scale was designed for the purposes of this study to assess 

the extent to which participants perceived themselves to be aCfected by the intergroup 

conflict. Two items of this scde addressed whether participants had lost family members 
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or friends in the war (''noW= O, 'les9'= 1). The sum of these two items was used as the 

participants' overall score of how much they were affected by the intergroup conflict. 

Meta -con trust ratios. To assess each individuals' cogni rive differentiation, partisan 

participants were asked to rate f î t  the extent of sïmilarity perceived among members of 

their nationality, and second between rnembers of their own and the other nationality on 

the basis of 12 attributes rnodified from Gardner, MacIntyre and Laionde ( 1995), and a 

revised selection of 14 values from Rokeach- A 7-point rating scale was used where a 

rating of ' I ' corresponded to a low degree of similarity and a rating of '7' corresponded 

to a high degree of similarity. The attributes used include traits that might be viewed as 

stereotypes of the ethnic groups, such as polite, industrious, religious etc. The values 

participants rated correspond to a set of value stereotypes such as  social justice, family 

security, and spiritual Life used by Rokeach. Other values (5) were added that may be 

regarded as relevant to the Bosnian groups, inçluding - tnistworthiness, respect for 

national history, personal hygiene, loyalty to the nation, and tolerance for others- 

In order to compute the meta-conûast ratios for each item, scores on boîh mesures of 

ingroup and intergroup variability were recoded7 such that higher scores reflected higher 

perceptions of ingroup and intergroup differences (Turner et al., 1987). From these 

scores, a meta-contrast ratio was cornputed for each item by dividing perceptions of 

intergroup differences by perceptions of ingroup differences. Finally, meta contrast ratios 

7 Meta contrast ratios are generaiiy conceptualized in terms of differences between 
groups, but measured in terms of similarities (e-g., Haslam & Turner, 1992). Thus, in the 
present study sirnilarity scores were recoded to reflect differences to remain consistent 
with the theoretical conceptualization. 
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for each participant were calculated by taking a mean of these ratios for each attributes 

and values, respectively. Mean scores ranged from -25 to 7.00 for attributes, and from -32 

to 7.00 for values. Higher meta-contrast ratios correspond to greater differentiation 

between the ingroup and the outgroup than wiihui the ingroup. The two scales (attributes 

and values) were highly correlated (r = -87, pcOl), and so were averaged to form a single 

meta contrast ratio- 

Social distance scale. The social distance scaie was based on Byrnes and Kiger's 

(1 988) social distance scale. Item analysis of the scale yielded an alpha coefficient of -90 

(Bymes & Kiger, 1988). The test-retest reliability coefficient was -94- The construct 

validity of the scale was assessed by its association with the validated Modem Racism 

Scale (r = -48) (Bymes &Kiger, 1988). Participants rated how they would feei about 

having a SerbMuslim in a number of social positions, using a scaie ranging fiorn 1 (not 

at d l  comfortable) to 9 (very comfortable). These social positions included neighbour, 

roommate, spirituai counsellor, close friend, employer, personai physician, and co- 

worker. A final score of social distance was derived by taking the mean of the ratings 

obtained on d l  seven social positions or items (a = .96), such that high scores reflected 

less need for social distance. 

Perception of bias. A revised version of the questionnaire developed by Vallone et 

al. ( 1985) was used to elicit perceptions of the faimess and objectivity of the material. In 

addition to the item dealing witb overd  bias ("Overaii tone of this article". . .), 

respondents answered several more specific items allowing them to elaborate their views 

about the strength and number of arguments presented, and the apparent personal views 
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of the authors of the articles (Vaone  et al., 1985). Responses to these items were on a 

7-point rating scale ranging fiom -3 (more in favour of Serbs) to +3 (more in favour of 

Muslims). The mean response for each article was taken as participants' score of 

perceived bias in relation to the two ethnic groups, Item analysis of the perceived bias on 

the first article yielded a Cronbach's alpha of -95 and on the second article of -96. The 

two scdes were simiificantly but only somewhat correlated (r = -28, p<. 001). Therefore, 

responses to the two articles were analyzed as separate criterion measures. 

To further assess perceived b i s ,  two items were added for the partisaa groups. On a 

scale of -3 (more in favour of Serbs) to +3 (more in favour of Muslims) participants were 

asked: " In your opinion West media is.. ." Similarly, on a scale of -3(Serbs for sure) to 

+3 (Muslims for sure) they were asked: ''In your opininon who is responsible for the 

attack?" Due io their distinct conceptual meaning, these items were analyzed individually. 



Resuits 

Descriptive S tatistics 

On al1 measures relating to their social identities, Serbs and Muslirns did not differ 

significantiy. The means and standard deviations for b t h  groups combined are reported 

in Table 1. Overdl, groups indicated a fairly high identification with their in-groups, 

given that scores couid oniy range from 1 to 5. However, on the measme of perceived 

common fate, respondents' means were somewhat more moderate. scoring on average, 

just around the scaIe midpoint. With the respect to self-esteem, respondents reported 

fairly high levels of personal self-esteem (possible range was fiorn 1 to 4). However, on 

the measures of collective self-esteem, average scores were around or at the rnidpoints for 

al1 three dimensions. Finally, in tenns of emotional significance of their group identity, on 

average respondents scored just above the midpoint (possible range was from 1 to 7) on 

the positive emotionai significance subscale. Nevertheless, on the negative subscale 

respondents on average scored ahos t  at the maximum, indicating a high deniai of any 

negative emotions associated with their group membership. 

Intercorrelations among these measures were also exarnined (see Table 1). Of 

particular interest is the relationship of identity with the perceived conflict scale. As 

expected in hypothesis 3, a positive correlation was found, suggesting that participants 

who perceived themselves to be most affected by intergroup conflict tended to have 

stronger group identities. Also noteworthy was the high positive correlation between 

identity and the positive emotionai significance expressed regarding group membenhip. 

Comparing items on these two scales, it became evident that the positive emotiond 
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significance items overlapped with items reflecting affect within the identity scale. To 

avoid problerns of redundancy, the positive emotional significance scale was not 

examined further as an independent dunensîon. In contrasc, negative emotional 

significance expressed regarding group membership was not significantly correlated with 

identity, thus reflecting an independent measure of emotional significance. Furthemore, 

in relation to collective esteem, identity was highiy related to the importance to identity, 

and membership esteem- These two dimensions of collective esteem assess the 

importance of one's social group membership to one's self-concept and the individuals' 

judgement of how good or worthy they are as members of their social group, respectively. 

As such, these aspects of selfesteem were expected to be related to strength of group 

identity . 

With the respect to the relationship between personal self-esteem and collective 

self-esteem dimensions, a positive correlation was found between the personal self- 

esteem and membership esteem subscale, but not with the other two subscdes, public 

collective self-esteem and importance to identity. Interestingly, the public self-esteem 

subscale was significantly negatively correlated with the membership esteem and 

importance to identity, suggesting that the more they perceived own group to be evaluated 

negatively by others, the higher membership esteem and importance to identity were. 

Examination of intercorrelations arnong dependent measures showed that most of 

the measures were significantly correlated (Table 2). However, participants'general 

perception of the Western media did not seem to be associated with their perceptions of 

bias in the articles. One possible explanation for this is that the distribution of Western 
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Media was highly negaiively skewed (skewness = 434) indicating that the majority of 

the sample found the Western media to be biased against their ingroup (M=1.95 ; 

SD4.24). Interesthgly, only 26.7% of the participants said "do not know" as response - 
to question of who they perceived to be responsible for the attack, while 73.3 % claîmed 

that the other group was responsible. 

Table 1 

Descriptive statistics and intercorrelations for measures relating to social identities 

1. Id scale 

2. Common 
fate 

3. Personal 
self-esteem 

4. Membership 
es teem 

5. Public 
collective 
self-esteem 

6. Importance 
to identity 

7. Emotional 
significmce 
-positive 

8. Emotional 
significance 

-negative 

9. Perceived 
conflict 
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Table 2 
Correlations for demndent measures 

1 2 3 4 5 
1. Social distance scde 

2. Perception of bias (Article 1) -.43** 

3. Perception of bias (Article 2) -.18 .26* 

4. MC ratio -.42** ,43** .37* 

5. Perception of Western media -.47** -06 .OS .41** 

6. Other side responsible for the attack -.46** .39** .3 l* .45** -41 ** 

Perce~tion of bias 

To assess whether membenhip in a partisan group (Serbs, Muslims vs. neuaal) 

affected perceptions of bias, a one-way rnultivarïate analysis of variance (MANOVA) was 

conducted on the participants' responses regarding the perceived bias in the two articles. 

This analysis Uidicated a significant effect for group membership on perceptions of bias 

(Pillais=.43, E(4, 174)=11.74, ecûû1, qk.21). Examination of the results of the 

univariate level showed that, consistent with expectations, these three groups differed 

significantiy on perceived bias of both articles (Article 1, E(2,87)=5.18, RC-005, q2=. 1 1; 

Article 2, i32,87)=27.85, Q<.O 1,~+.39). 

Consistent with hypothesis 1, planned contrasts indicated that compared to neutral 

participants both Serbs ( t(29)=2.25, F-05) and Muslims ( t(29)=-5.04, ~<.001) perceived 

Article 2 as biased in favor of the other side. However, on the Article 1 only Serbs were 

significantly different from neutrals, t(29)=2.12, ~ c . 0 5 ,  whereas the perceptions of the 
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Muslims cornpared to neutrais were simüar, t(29) = - 1-03, ns. This is iikely because, 

despite the pilot testing that indicated that both articles should have k e n  perceived as 

neutrai by an outside observer, examination of the 95% confidence intervals showed that 

neutral participants perceived Article 1 as slightly biased in favour of Serbs ( 3 9  I 0.25). 

Table 3 

Perceived bias in articles 

Article 1 Serbs .18 f .28 

Muslims -.96 1.50 

Neutrals -.59 1.40 

Article 2 Serbs -6 1 -95 

Muslims -1.20 1.13 

Neutrals -00 -77 

Scaie range is -3 (more in favour of Serbs) to 
+3 (more in favour of Muslims) 

Perceived b i s ,  inter gr ou^ discrimination and intermour, differentiation 

To examine the effects of group identification, self-esteem and emotional 

si,@ficance of membership on perceived bias, intergroup differentiation and 

discrimination, series of hierarchical multiple regression analyses were conducted. To 

examine whether strength of identity, self-esteem and emotional signifcance of group 

membership explained variability over and above perceived conflict, conflict was entered 
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on the first step, measures of identity on the second, followed by self-esteem measures 

on the third step and finally, emotiond significance on the last step. 

Perceived b i s .  For the purpose of regression analyses the scale responses were 

recoded such that high scores for ai i  respondents reflected a high degree of perceived bias 

against their own group- A hierarchical regression was conducted to assess the 

relaiionship between conflict, identity, self-esteem variables, emotional significance and 

perceived bias on Article 1. On the first step, perceived conflict by itself was not 

significantly related to perceived bias, -1. When entered on the second step, identity and 

common fate explained 18.7% of total variability in perceived bias, E(2,56) = 6.50, 

~ < . 0  1. While both variables significantly correlated with perceived bias, identity appeared 

to be redundant with common fate, so that only common fate uniquely predicted 

perceived bias (P = .38). Finally, neither the collective self-esteem variables, -1 nor 

emotionai significance, E< 1 explained additional variability in perceived bias over and 

above the effects of comrnon fate. 



Table 4 

Remession on the Articie 1 

Predictor variable 
r Beta Richange Total R2 adj. 

Step 1 
Perceived conflict .O8 -08 

Step 2 
Iden ti ty 
Cornrnon fate 

Step 3 
Persona1 self- est eem -. 10 -.O6 
Membership esteem -16 -.O3 
Public esteem -. 17 -.O 1 
importance to identity .25 * -04 .O 1 -09 

Step 4 
Emotional si,onificance .O7 -1 1 .O 1 

A sirnilar pattern was found when these prediçtors were regressed on the perceived 

bias in the Article 2. On the first step, perceived confiict by itself was not significantly 

related to perceived bis,  F (1,56) = 2.56, - However, when entered on the second step, 

the identity variables explained 1 1.7% of total varïability in perceived bias, (2,56) = 

3.87, e<. 05, such that the more participants identified with their own group, the greater 

the perceived ingroup bias in Article 2. FinaiIy, neither the self-esteem variables, -1 nor 

emotional significance, F<1 explained additional variability in perceived bias over and 

above the effects of identity. 



Table 5 

Remession on the Article 2 

Predictor variable r Beta Rkhange Total R2 adj. 

Step 1 
Perceived con flict -20 2 0  

Step 2 
Iden ti ty .36** -4 l** 
Common fate -04 -.18 .12* .1 l*  

Step 3 
Personal self-esteem .O6 -00 
Membership esteem - 16 -.18 
Public esteem -. 18 -.18 
Importance to identity .22* -.O3 .O3 

Step 4 
Emo tional significance .O7 .O5 -00 .O6 
* pc.05 

Intergrour, differentiation. To examine the extent to which the perceived conflict, 

identity, self-esteem and emotional significance variables predicted intergroup 

differentiation, a hieratchical regression was conducted. On the fmt  step perceived 

conflict by itself was not significantly related to intergroup differentiation, -1. When 

entered on the second step, identity and cornmon fate explained 32.0% of the total 

variability in intergroup differentiation, F (2,56) = 13.27 ~ . 0 0 0  1, such that the stronger 

identification with their own group, the p a t e r  perceived intergroup differentiation. 

Finally, neither emotional significance, E(1,5 1) = 3.36, ns, nor the self-esteem variables, 

Fcl,  contributed unique explained variabiiity and therefore the variance due to these - 



variables were pooled into the error tem. While membership esteem, importance to 

identity and emotional significance variables showed ~ i ~ c a n t  zero-order correlations 

with intergroup differentiation, they were redundant predictors once identity had been 

taken into consideration. 

Table 6 

Regression on the MC ratio 

Predictor variable 
r Beta R%hange TotaiR2adj. 

Step 1 
Perceived con flict 

Step 2 
Identity 
Common fate 

Step 3 
Personal self-esteem 
Membership esteem 
Public esteem 
Importance to identity 

Step 4 
Emotionat significance 

Social distance. To examine the extent to which perceived conflict, identity, self- 

esteem, and emotional simcance variables predicted social distance, a hierarchicd 

regression was conducted. On the first step perceived contlict by itself explained 14.4% 

of the total variability in social distance, E(l,56) = 15.07. ~<.005 ,  such that the more 
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affected by intergroup conflict, the greater need for social distance from the other 

group (P = -.40). When entered on the second step, identity and common fate explained 

an additional 25.4% of the total variability in social distance over and above the effect of 

conflict, F (2,56) = 12.13, pc.0001, While both variables were significantly correlated 

with social distance, common fate appeared to be redundant with identity, so that only 

identity uniquely prediçted social distance. The suonger identification with their own 

group, the greater need for social distance fiom the other group (P = -.44). Findy. neither 

the self-esteem, F< 1, nor the emotional significance variables, F(1,S 1) = 1.90, ns, 

contributed unique explained variability and therefore the variance due to these variables 

was pooled into the error terrn. This was not surprising in that neither personal self- 

esteern nor emotional significance had sipificant zero-order correlations with social 

distance. While the collective self-esteem variables did show signXcant zero-order 

correlations with socid distance, they were clearly redundant predictors once confiict and 

identity had been taken into considention, given their strong correlation with these 

variables. 



Table 7 

Remession on social distance scale 

Predic tor variable 
r Beta Rzchange Total R2 adj. 

Step 1 
Perceived conflict 

Step 2 
Identity 
Cornmon fate 

Step 3 
Personal self-esteem 
Membership esteern 
Public esteem 
Importance to identity 

Step 4 
Emotional significance 

Perceived bias, intermoup discrimination and intereroup differentiation (interaction 

effects) 

It was hypothesized that selfesteem and the emotionai significance of the group 

membership would affect indicators of intergroup bias and discrimination. However, it 

was further hypothesized that these relationships would ody hold if the individuals' 

identification with their group was high. To examine the effects of group identification, 

self-esteem and emotionai significance of membership on perceived bias, intergroup 

di fferen ti ation and discrimination, series of hierarc hical multiple regression analyses were 
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conducted. Measures of identity entered on the fmt  step, the esteem or emotion 

measures on the second step and the two-way interactions between identity and the self- 

esteem or emotion measures were entered on the last step. Because the main effects were 

discussed in the previous section, only the interaction effects were discussed. 

Perceived bias. A hierarchical regression was first conducted to determine whether 

the identity rnoderated the refationship between self-esteem and perceived bias on Article 

1. No significant variance was added by the interactions, E<L- A second regression was 

conducted to assess the interaction effect between emotional significance and identity on 

the perceived bias on Article 1. Likewise, these interactions, E<1 did not contribute 

unique explained variability. 

The same pattern was found when these predictors were regressed on the perceived 

bias in the Article 2. No significant variance was added neither by the interactions 

amongst self-esteem measures and identity, -1 nor by the interaction between emotional 

signi ficance and identity, 1. 

Intergroup differentiation, To examine the interaction effect of identity and the 

self-esteem measures on intergroup differentiation (MC ratio), a hierarchical multiple 

regression was conducted. None of the interactions between identity and self-esteem, E<I 

contributed unique expIained variability in intergroup dserentiation. A second 

hierarchical regression conducted to assess the interaction effect between emotional 

significance and identity on the intergroup differentiation, likewise, found that the 

interaction, Fe1 did not contribute unique explained variability. 

Social distance. To examine the interaction effect of identity and the self-esteem 
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measures on socid distance, a hierarchical multiple regression was conducted. None of 

the interactions between identity and seksteem, F<1 contributed unique explained 

variability in social distance, A second hierarchical regression conducted to assess the 

interaction e ffect between emotional significance and identity on the social distance, 

likewise, found that the interaction, F<1 did not contribute unique explained variability. 



Discussion 

The cenual premise of the present study concemed the motivationai factors that 

mediate social identification with a nationalistic identity and the subsequent cognitive 

information processing biases, and expressions of intergroup differentiation and 

discrimination. The results of the present study provide a compeliing demonstration of 

the tendency for partisan groups to view media coverage of a controveaial event as 

unfairly biased and hostile to the group to which they belong. This fmding is consistent 

with past research which suggested that partisans respond to mixed, ambiguous evidence 

not by moderating their judgements but by becoming more certain and extreme in their 

views. This increased polarisation through mechanisms of "biased assimilation" was fmt 

demonstrated in a classic s tudy of Hastorf and Cantril( 1954).* Lord et al ( 1979) extended 

this examination of the consequences of "biased assimilation" showing that when 

partisans are faced with mixed evidence, they not only construe particular pieces of 

evidence, but they also judge the validity and relevance of that evidence. Vallone et al 

( 1985) sugpested that the same mechanisms that lead opposing partisans to find support 

for their respective positions in mixed or ambiguous evidence can lead them to perceive 

hostility or bias in any third party that attempts to present an even-handed assessrnent of 

- --- - 

' In Hastorf and Canuil's study, Darmouth and Princeton supporters viewing a film of a 
particularIy rough stniggle between their respective teams seemed to see two different 
games: The Princeton fans saw a continuing pattern of Darmouth atrocities and 
occasional Princeton retaliations, the Darmouth fans saw brutal Princeton provocations 
and occasional. measured, Darmouth responses. 
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issues. That is, partisan groups wiil deem the discrepancy between their own view of 

how things "really are" and the more moderate, nuo-sided view presented or implied in 

the effects of the third Party, as evidence of that party's b i s .  The present study M e r  

explored factors associated with partisan group membership that would mediate these 

perceptions. 

Studies concemed with perceptions of media coverage of social groups have 

emphasized that group membership plays a major role in perceptions of the fairness or 

credibility of m a s  media (Gunther, 1992). However, Little research had been conducted 

regarding motivational factors that may moderate this relationship. The present study has 

suggested that social ideatity theory might provide a theoretical framework for the 

analysis of social groups and group members' perceptual biases. The social identity 

approach focuses on group behaviour as a product of self-categorization in terms of the 

relevant category. Because the categorization involves a simplification and clarifkation 

of perception, and because there is a motivation to positively value the self, 

differentiation between one's own and other category mernbers is often extreme, and 

biased in favour of the in-group (Hogg & Abrams 1988). Thus, salient social 

categorization, coupled with in-group identification was proposed to be both necessary 

and sufficient for intergroup discrimination. As hypothesised, the findings of the present 

study indicate that in-group identification was a consistent and powerful predictor not 

only of perceived bias, but also of intergroup differentiation and discrimination. 

Compared to outside observers, both Serbs and Muslims perceived the articles as 
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biased in favour of the other group; this perception was more extreme the more they 

identified with their in-group. Thus, it appears that guided by group identification, group 

members carne to see what they wanted to see and believed what they wanted to believe. 

Indeed, the majority of participants found Western media to be biased against their in- 

group. The magnitude of in-group bias and out-group devaluation was most apparent in 

response to questions of who participants perceived to be responsible for the attack. Only 

26.7% of the participants said "do not know", while 73.3% claimed that the other group 

was the responsible. Not one person ailowed for the possibility that their own group could 

be blamed for the attack in question. 

While the pattern of results was similar for the two articles, the effect was much 

clearer with the second article. The perceptions of bias in the first article were similar for 

Muslims compared to neutrals, in that they both perceived the article to be biased in 

favour of Serbs. This was despite the results of the pilot study that indicated both articles 

were perceived as unbiased by a neutral group. The possible explanation for this 

discrepancy is that in the pilot study, these articles were evaluated in the con text of a 

larger selection of articles, and accordingly, relative to the other articles these two might 

have been perceived as the least biased. In the actual study, neutrd participants could 

directly compare one article to another, consequently rating one as more biased. 

Alternatively, one could argue that the Canadian public has been generally exposed to 

media coverage that favours Muslims' interests over those of its Serb antagonists. As a 

result. even "neutrals" might perceive a more 'balanced' argument as biased in favour of 



As hypothesised, the findings indicated that participants who perceived themselves 

to be most affected by intergroup conflict (Le. they had lost someone in the war) were 

more Iikely to have strong group identities. However, con- to RCT, conflict by itself 

was not a good predictor of intergroup differentiation and bias. Nevertheless, respondents 

who most perceived themselves to be affkcted by conflict did display more need for social 

distance from the out-group. What could account for these different results is that having 

lost someone close in the war might trigger open discrimination against the out-group (in 

this case one would assume that it is just normal to discriminate) but not the more subtle 

cognitive biases. However, this relationship between conflict and sociai distance was 

redundant with the relationship between identity and social distance. This suggests that 

the effect of conflict may be to enhance individuals' identity. Identity in turn is associated 

with a greater need for social distance. This perhaps indicates that once highly identified 

with the in-group, conflict in and of itself no longer motivates discrimination- Thus, an 

important step for future research may be to hrther examine the causal links between 

conflict and strength of identity in relation to intergroup bias, discrimination, and 

differentiation. 

There are some methodologïcal limitations associated with the manner in which 

conflict was operationalized that rnay also have affected the results. Conflict was 

9 It was beyond the scope of the present shidy to discuss the war in Bosnia in itself or 
Canadian media coverage of the conflict. However, it seems that Canadian public is 
accustomed to the coverage where Serbs are mainly held responsible for al1 wrongdoing 
in the region (regardless of k i n g  a truth or not). 
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measured as having lost family members or fiiends in the war. Probing the participants 

in M e r  detail about the degree to which they were involved in conflict would have been 

too sensitive and inappropnate. However, the vagueness of this question does not ailow 

consideration of the circumstances involved that may have qualified the effect on an 

individuais' group identity and consequentiy, intergroup behaviour. For example, family 

members rnay have been kiiled by members of one's own nationaiity, in which case one 

might becorne resentful toward one's own nationaiity. Some respondents might have k e n  

involved directly in confîïct against the out-group (as warriors). Needless to Say, there are 

many different variables that might have accounted for how one was affected by war that 

may have attenuated the relationship between confïict as it was operationalized in the 

present study, and the intergroup responses. Future research into such sensitive areas 

might consider an interview format that would ailow a more sensitive approach to 

assessing how people experïence the conflicts of war. 

Indeed, to disregard the role of conflict in intergroup behaviour would be extremely 

naïve, particularly when we are dealing with groups that have a long history of conflict. 

The results of the present study indicated that conflict was associated with the strength of 

in-group identity, which in tuni was consistently related to intergroup bias, 

differentiation, and discrimination. Once identified strongly with the group, group 

members may discriminate against the out-group even in the absence of real conflicting 

group interests. They w u  discriminate, as proposed by SlT, to achieve and maintain a 

positive social identity. As noted previously, Sm was not intended to replace the RCT, 

but rather to complement it (Tajfel & Turner, 1979). Similar to Kelly's (1988) 
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proposition, the results of this study suggest that the principles from the two models of 

group relations, narnely the goal-oriented approach of RCT and the social identity 

approach should be closely integrated, in order to arrive at a better understanding of their 

complernentarity, 

As noted, in-group identification was found to be a consistent and powerful 

predictor of intergroup differentiation, discrimination. and bias- This €idhg contrasts 

strongly with some previous investigations that were conducted in an occupational set thg 

which have shown in-group identification to be only weak predictor of intergroup 

differentiation (e.g. Brown et al., 1986). However, the results of this study are in line with 

Keily's (1988) findings in a political context. It seerns, as Keily suggested, that the 

differences in research results rnaybe due to differences in the group processes 

associated with an interpersonal versus an intergroup confict sening. in an occupational 

setting interpersonal relations are more salient, while in ethnic (or political) contexts 

people are likely to see themselves in terms of a group stereotype and conform to group 

noms, ignoring their personal identity. As SCT purports, when a social (national) identity 

becomes salient, individuais become depersonalised that is, cognitively absorbed by their 

social identities and separated from their personal identities. Thus, the respondents in the 

present study who identified strongly with their group saw themselves in tenns of a group 

stereotype, exaggerating intergroup differences and accentuating the simiiarities within 

the in-group (high meta-contrast ratio). 

A second difference with research finding only a weak relationship between 

identity and group processes, concems the framework for intergroup relations: the 
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occupational context is relatively cooperative, while the intergroup relations among 

Musiims and Serbs are completely antagonistic. As noted earlier, previous researcb has 

suggested that predictions derived from SiT may be more appropriate for explainhg 

cornpetitive rather than cooperative relations (Brown & Adams, 1986). 

Finaiiy, findings from this study relating to the role of self-esteem in intergroup 

behaviour were rather inconsisteni, Using Rosenberg's scale of personai selfesteem noue 

of the relations with intergroup bias, differentiation and discrimination were significant. 

These findings are consistent with Long's et aL(L994) argument that personal self-esteem 

is at the wrong level of abstraction to account for intergroup discrimination. Nso, the 

correlational data for the relationships among the esteem dimensions c o n f i  that 

collective self-esteem and personal self-esteem were indeed independent dimensions. 

When collective self-esteem was considered in relation to perceived intergroup 

differentiation and perceived bias, the results contradicted the initial expectations. 

Participants with higher membership esteem and importance to identity perceived greater 

intergroup differentiation and b i s .  However, this relationship disappeared once identity 

was controlled for. This might suggest that these variables were o d y  reiated to 

differentiation and bias because of the common variance shared with holding a strong 

identity. Indeed, comparing items of the membership and importance subscales to items 

on the identity scale, it becarne evident that the items in these scales overlapped 

substantiaiiy; the identity scale reflected both awareness of group membership and 

evaluation (e.g. 'Tt is important to me that 1 support this group"). Therefore, it is not 

surprising that collective esteem and identity were highly related. 
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With the respect to the role of collective esteem in intergroup discrimination, the 

hypotheses were partially supported. Al1 three dimensions of collective self-esteem, 

membership esteem, public esteem and importance to identity were related to social 

distance in that lower esteem was associated with greater need for social distance fkom 

outgroup. Thus, these results are in line with the SïI '  position, in that depressed or 

threatened self-esteem promotes intergroup discrimination. 

However, when identity was taken into consideration, these collective self-esteem 

dimensions were redundant predictors of bias, intergroup differentiation and 

discrimination. This would suggest that once highly identified with the in-group, 

collective self-esteem in and of itself no longer motivates discrimination. SIT theorists 

have already suggested that motivational status of self-esteem in social identity theory is 

in need of some elaboration and clarification to specify its relationship to more specific 

goals and purposes (Hogg & Abrarns 1988). 

In relation to collective esteem dimensions, while identity was highly related to the 

importance to identity and membership esteem, it was not related to public esteem. Rubin 

and Hewstone (1998) have drawn attention to this issue, suggesting that a finer distinction 

is required between in-group identification and social self-esteem. It seems to be 

necessary to better separate operationalizations of in-group identification and social self- 

esteem. One possibility is to restrict measures of identification to issues of importance 

and measures of self-esteem to issues of group evaiuation (Rubin & Hewstone, 1998). 

The present results with respect to public self-esteem, which assessed the perception of 

other's evaiuation of the ingroup, support this idea. It appeared that the participants with 
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the more negative perception of others7 evaluation of their group displayed more bias, 

perceived greater intergroup differentiation and displayed more need for social distance 

from outgroup. It may be that only the public esteem subscale approaches the independent 

conceptualisation of social seIf-esteem impiied by social identity theory. Low public 

esteem means that the public image of the participant. as a group member may have been 

particdarly vulnerable in this cornpetitive context. According to Sm, one will 

discriminate to restore a threatened social identity. In the context of the Bosnian war in 

which propaganda has been so central, what could be more threatening to one's social 

identity than perceiving one's own group to be evaluated negatively by others. 

Strong positive intercorrelations among identity and coliective self-esteern 

dimensions might explain why this study failed to find a significant interaction effect of 

identity and the self-esteem mesures  on bias, intergroup differentiation and 

discrimination. Sirnilarly, the interaction effect of identity and public esteem did not 

contribute unique explain variability. The possible explmation might be that the effect of 

identity is much stronger relative to the effect of esteem, so it rnay have prevented the 

detection of a stronger interaction effect. Thus, an important step for future research rnay 

be to further consider the nature of the links between identity and collective self-esteem, 

and clariQ the independent role of self-esteem in intergroup relations. 

This study intended to enrich the examination of intergroup cognition and behaviour 

by considenng the affective or emotional component of group identity. However, the 

scale developed to assess positive emotions associated with group membership had to be 

dropped from analysis due to strong redundancy with identity scaie. Thus, it appears that 
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for the participants in this study, a strong sense of belonging to a group involved higbiy 

positive emotions (pnde, security, likeness, compassion, and happiness). Therefore, the 

argument that SlT has neglected analyses of the role of emotions in intergroup relations 

might not be completely nght. Past research might not have examined emotions 

separately from identity, but the measures of identity clearly include an emotional 

component (e-g- Brown, 1986). 

A second problem encountered concerned the negative emotion subscale. Responses 

to this scale were highly negatively skewed, indicating a high denial of any negative 

emotions associated with their group membership. interestingly, on average, participants 

scored just beyond the midpoint on the positive ernotions subscale, whiie on negative 

subscale they scored almost at the maximum. Thus, it appears that the members of these 

two ethnic groups have, on average, moderately positive emotions associated with group 

membership that covary strongly with their sense of identity, whereas, they are extremely 

likely to deny the existence of any negative emotions. Also, there was no significant 

correlation between these two subscales where conceptuaily a simcant negative 

correlation would be expected. Further research is needed to address the affective 

dimensions of national group membership to better understand the nature of these 

discrepancies. 

When negative emotions were considered in relation to intergroup bias, and 

discrimination, no simcant associations were found. Only a significant zero order 

correlation was found with intergroup differentiation, in that the higher denial of any 

negative emotions associated with own group membership, the greater perceived 
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differentiation between the in-group and the outgroup. However, this association 

disappeared once other variables relating to social identities were considered. As 

suggested, this skewness of negative emotion scale might explain the nonsignificant 

relationships with almost aU of the dependent variables. 

It should be noted that the correlational design of the present study precluded 

establishing possible causal links among contlict, identity and intergroup behaviour. 

Because most studies in this area, including the present one, have been correlational in 

nature, identification of causal Links are stiu lacking. It was impossible to determine 

whether Serbs and Muslims, as a result of conflict, developed strong group identities 

which, in turn were accountable for engaging in intergroup discrimination in order to 

protect and enhance a positive social identity or whether conflict came as a result of 

strong group identities, 

The sample used may also have restricted the generalizabiiity of the findings. The 

results of this study may have been different if the participants had k e n  living in Bosnia 

at the time of the study.l0 Also, it should be noted that the educational level of the 

participants was higher compared to the general population, About 50 % of the sample 

had a college or university degree w hile the rest had a minimum of high school. This is a 

common problem in psychological research that depends on volunteers. Another issue 

that lirnits generalizibilty of the fuidings is that the individuals whose parents were of a 

different nationality couid not participate, as they had to belong to one nationality 

exclusively. Finally, the possible influence of a social desirability bias on the participants' 

'O In that case conflict might be the best predictor of intergroup behaviour. 
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responses cannot be ignored. However, some members of these two Bosnian groups 

refused to participate when they saw the questionnaires- The usual explmation was that 

the issues were too sensitive. Thus, it might be possibie that this study could noc reach out 

to the people that feel extremely strongly about their nationality. The effect of ai l  

of these has been to reduce variability and hence the ability to find relations among 

variables. Despite these Limitations, the significant relationships found in this study 

demonstrated support for the fundamental tenets of Social Identity Theory, particularly 

the hypothesised Iink between in-group identification and intergroup b i s ,  differentiation 

and discrimination. 

National affiliation may provide a fmitfd context for examining the impact of 

certain structural and ideological factors on social identity processes. Conversely, Tajfel's 

simple but stunning insight that even the most trivial of category distinction can be the 

cue for the most extreme forrns of discrimination could help us better understand the 

Bosnian codiict. Particularly, it may help to understand the paradox of an ethnoreligious 

war in a land where everyone shares the sarne Slavic blood and almost no one goes to 

church (or mosque). Even more clear is SIT' s usefulness in understanding how 5000 

kilometres from the c o d i c t  where o d y  a penon's name can be used to distinguish group 

membership - that "different" name is enough to trigger intergroup bias and 

discrimination. 

Finally, the mechanisms that were applied to partisan evaluations and perceptions 

of the media reports of their realities, can be applied to partisan evaluations of a proposal 

for conflict resolutioa. If these partisan groups see media as biased against their group, 
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there is a great possibility that they see any proposal of peace negotiators as unfair and 

against their groups. This might be a part of the answer for why numerous humanitarians 

and policy-makers in Bosnia were seen as interferhg rather than helping. 
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The ~ i l o t  studv to select a stimulus material 

The purpose of this pilot smdy was to investigate the perceived level of bias among 

Carleton undergraduates (Canadians) with respect to six newspaper articles. The aim was 

to select a "balanced" subset (that would be rated as relatively unbiased by "neutrals") 

for the final stimulus material. These articles were to be used in the main study. 

It is believed that group membership plays a major role in perceptions of the 

faimess or credibility of mass media More specifically, when presented with media 

reports of their own situations, ingroup members accept information consonant with their 

identity as factuai, and reject dissonant information as biased propaganda that primarily 

drives the suggestible members of the outgroup. 

It was the goal of the present to study to examine responses of two opposing 

Bosnian groups (Muslims and Serbs) to a specific sample of media coverage to determine 

how their perceptions and evaluations of the articles differed, and how such difierences 

relate to perceptions of media "bias". It was expected that each partisan group would 

generally view assumingly neutral materiai as biased against their own position. 

Therefore, it was the goal of the pilot study to identiQ relevant articles that would be 

viewed as neuual by nonpartisan groups. 



Method 

Partici~ants 

Participants (n=10) were first year students that did not have aay personal 

connection with former Yugoslavia To ensure this, the recruïtment notices explicitly 

indicated that participants should not have any personal connection with former 

Yugoslavia. Participants were compensated with course credit. 

Materiais 

Six articles about the Bosnian war were selected from an almost exhaustive sample of 

major Canadian newspapers' coverage of the war in Bosnia. These articles were chosen 

because they offered the coverage of some controversial events where both sides (Muslim 

and Serbs) were blarned equdiy, and as such, could be viewed as neutral &O an involved 

reader. These six articles, each approximately two pages in length published by The 

Gazette (Montreai) (2), The Ottawa Citizen ( I ), The Toronto Star (2) and The Vancouver 

Sun (1) constinited the stimulus material for this study. 

Procedure 

The participants were asked to participate in a "study of the media coverage of the 

conflict in Bosnia". They were fully infomed as to the purpose of this study before they 

agreed to participate, Participants read the articles one by one. After reading each one 

they responded to a questionnaire about perceived biases for the article. Six articles were 

given to participants in random order. Each questionnaire consisting of 5 items was 
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designed to elicit perceptions of the fairness and objectivity of the material. In addition 

to the item dealing with overall bias, respondents were asked to respond to several more 

specific items allowing them to elaborate their views about the strength and number of 

arguments presented, degree of attention focwed on each groups' role in the war, and the 

apparent personal views of the authors of the articles. Responses to these items were on a 

7-point rating scale ranging f?om -3 (more in favour of Serbs) to +3 (more in favour of 

Muslims). The mean response for each article was taken as participants' score of 

perceived bias in relation to two ethnic groups. 

Al1 participants were debriefed in wrïting. At the end, any questions the participants 

might have had were answered and they were provided in writing with the names of the 

people they could contact to discuss possible questions and ethical concerns about the 

s tudy. 

Results and Discussion 

Following the conduct of the pilot study it was decided to not include Croats in the 

main study. As a result, one article was dropped from the analysis because it included the 

Croats' role in the conflict. This seemed inappropriate for the final stimulus matenal. 

The means and standard deviations for the remaining five articles are reported in 

Table A- 1. Considering the length for the final experiment (time to read articles and 

respond to al1 questionnaires), it was decideed that two articles should be used as the fmal 

stimulus material. Examination of the means allowed the idenacation of the two l e s t  

biased articles. These two articles were concerned with the 1994 bombing of Sarajevo's 
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market place that killed 68 people. The prïrnary focus of the articles was to convey that 

officiais had been unable to determine who was responsible for the attack, the Serbs or 

the Muslims. These two articles were chosen to be used as stimulus material in the final 

study. 

Interestingly, al1 three of the other articles were rated as moderately biased in 

favour of the Muslim side. Given that these articles reflected the general nature of the 

Canadian press. this might suggest that the sample in this study were exposed to media 

that was "objectively" biased in favour of one group over the other, that is the Muslims 

over the Serbs. 

Table A-1 

Perceived bias in articles 

Article Mean SD 

UN can't pin massacre.. -. -16 -43 

UN can't prove that Muslims ... -00 -47 

Tmth lost in Bosnia's fog . . , -70 -83 

Bosnian winter brings, . . -66 -94 

The new Bosnia, . . . 1-32 1.1 1 



Identification Scale 

We would like you to consider your Serb nationality and respond to the following 

statements on the b a i s  of how you feei about this group and your membership in it. 

Please read each statement carehiliy, and respond by using the following scale: 

5 

very often 

1 2 3 4 

never rare1 y sornetimes often 

1. It is important to me that 1 belong to Serb nationality. 

2.1 identify with Serb nationality. 

3. I feel strong ties with other people of the Serb nationality. 

4.1 feel critical of Serbs. 

5. I am glad that 1 belong to the Serb national group. 

6.1 feel annoyed to Say I'm a member of the Serb national group. 

7.1 see myself as belonging to the Serb national group. 

8.1 feel that it puts me at a disadvantage to belong to the Serb nationalitJ 

9.1 make excuses for belonging to the Serb nationality. 

10.1 try to hide that 1 am a Serb. 

11. In my everyday Life think about k i n g  a Serb. 

12. Do you think that what happens to Serbs generdiy wiii have something to do with 

what happens in your Iife? Piease circle a number that best reflects your opinion. 

1 2 3 4 5 

Not at al1 To a great degree 

13. Do you think that the Serbs' political program has af5ected you persondy? 

1 2 3 4 5 

Not at all To a great degree 
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We would like you to consider your Muslim nationality and respond to tbe followhg 

statements on the basis of how you feel about this group and yoür membership in it. 

Please read each statement carefully, and respond by using the followiag scde: 

1 2 3 4 5 

never rarely sometimes often very often 

1. Tt is important to me chat 1 belong to Muslim nationality. 

2.1 identify with Muslim nationality. 

3 .1  feel strong ties with other people of the ~Muslim nationality. 

4. 1 feel critical of Muslim. 

5.1 am glad that 1 belong to the Muslim national group. 

6.1 feel annoyed to Say I'm a mernber of the Muslim national group. 

7.1 see myself as belonging to the Muslim national group. 

8.1 feel that it puts me at a disadvantage to belong to the Muslim nationality. 

9. I make excuses for belonging to the Muslim nationûlity. 

IO. 1 try to hide that 1 am a Muslim. 

1 1. In my everyday Me thllik about being a Musiim. 

12. Do you think that what happens to Muslims generally will have something to do with 

what happens in your Me? Please circle a number that best reflects your opinion. 

1 2 3 4 5 

Not at al1 To a great degree 

13. Do you think that the Muslims' political program has affected you penonally? 

1 2 3 4 5 

Not at al1 To a great degree 



Appendix C 

Measures of meta-contrast ratio 

Using the characteristics/issues below, please indicate the exient to which you think Serbs 

are similar to one another dong each dimension. Place in the space corresponding to each 

attribute a nurnber that best represents your opinion on how similar Serbs are. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Not at al1 
S imilar 

Attributes 

Polite 

Religious 

Industrious 

Rugged 

Easy-going 

LZY 

Selfish 

Tradi tiond 

Ernotional 

Hones t 

Extremely 
similar 

Serbs 

Agpessive 

Courageous 



Using the charactensticdissues below, please indicate the extent to which you think 

Muslims are similar to one another dong each dimension. Place in the space 

corresponding to each attribute a number that best represents your opinion on how similar 

Muslims are. 

1 

Not at aii 
Similar 

Attributes 

Polite 

Religious 

Industrious 

Rugged 

Easy-going 

L~ZY 

Selfish 

Traditionai 

Emotional 

Honest 

Extremely 
simila 

Muslims 

Aggressive 

Courageous 



Using the charactenstics/issues below, indicate the extent to which you think Muslïms 

and Serbs are similar to each other dong each dimension. Place in the space 

corresponding to each atüibute a number that best represents your opinion on how similar 

Muslirns and Serbs are. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Not at al1 
S irnilar 

Attributes 

Polite 

Religious 

Industrious 

Rugged 

Eas y-going 

&Y 

Selfish 

Traditional 

Emotional 

Extremely 
similar 

Honest 

Aggressive 

Courageous 



Using the charactenstics/issues below, please indicate the extent to which you think Serbs 

are sirnilar to one another dong each dimension. Place in the space correspondhg to each 

attribute a number that best represents your opinion on how sunilar Serbs are. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Not at al1 
Similar 

Values 

Exciting iife 

Social justice 

Sel f-respect 

Meaning in iife 

Famil y security 

Self-discipline 

Pleasure 

Spiritual life 

Loyalty for nation 

Personal hygiene 

Respect for national history 

Extremely 
sirnilar 

Serbs 

Tolerance for others 
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Using the charactenstics/issues below, please indicate the extent to which you think 

Muslims are similar to one another dong each dimension. Place in the space 

corresponding to each attribute a number that best represents your opinion on how similar 

Muslims are. 

Not at aLl 
S imilar 

Values 

Exciting life 

Social justice 

Self-respect 

Meaning in life 

Family secunty 

Self-discipline 

PIeasure 

Spiritual life 

Loyalty for nation 

Trustworthiness 

Muslims 

Personal hygiene 

Respect for national history 

Tolerance for others 



Using the characteristics/issues below, please indicate the extent to which you think 

Muslims and Serbs are similar to each other dong each dimension. Place in the space 

corresponding to each attribute a number that best represents your opinion on how similar 

Muslims and Serbs are. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Not at al1 
Similar 

Values 

Exciting life 

Authority 

Social justice 

Self-respect 

Meaning in life 

Farnily security 

Self-discipline 

Pleasure 

Spiritual Me 

Loyaity for nation 

Trustworthiness 

Personal hygiene 

Respect for national history 

Ex tremely 
similar 

Tolerance for others 



Appendix D 

Collective self-esteem scale 

We would like you to consider your Serb natioaaiïty, and respond to the following 

statements on the ba i s  of how you feel about this group and your membership in it- 

There are no right or wrong answers to any of these statements; we are interested in your 

honest reactions and opinions. Please read each statement carehilly, and respond by using 

the foilowing scale: 

-3 -2 
strongly disagree 

+2 +3 
strongly agree 

1. 1 am a worthy member of Serb national group. 

2. 1 feel I don't have much to offer to the Serb national group.. 

3. 1 am a cooperative participant in the Serb national group. 

4. I often feel I'm a useless member of Serb national group. 

5. 1 often regret that 1 belong to Serb national group. 

6. In, general, I'm glad to be a member Serb my national group. 

7. Overall, I often feel that the Serb nationality to which I belong is not 

worthw hile. 



-3 -2 -1 O +1 
strongly disagree 

8. 1 feel good about the Serb nationaiity I belong to. 

+3 
strongly agree 

9. Overall, Serb national group is considered good by others. 

10. Most people consider Serb national group, on the average, to be more 

ineffective than other national groups. 

1 1. In general, others respect the Serb national group . 

12. In generd, others think that the Serb national group is unworthy. 

13. Overall, my belonging to Serb nationality has very Linle to do with how 1 feel 

about myself. 

14. The Serb national group is an important reflection of who I am. 

15. In generai, belonging to Serb national group is an important part 

of my self-image. 

16. The Serb national group is unimportant to my sense of what 

kind of a person 1 am. 
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We would like you to consider your Muslim nationality, and respond to the foliowing 

statements on the basis of how you feel about this group and your membership in it. 

There are no rÏght or wrong answers to any of these statements; we are interested in your 

honest reactions and opinions. Please read each statement carefully, and respond by using 

the following scale: 

-3 -2 - 1 
strongl y disagree 

+3 
strongly agree 

1. 1 am a worthy member of Muslims' national group. 

2. 1 feel 1 don? have much to offer to the Muslim national group.- 

3. 1 am a cooperative participant in the Muslim national group. 

4. 1 often feel I'm a useless member of Muslim national group. 

5. 1 often regret that 1 belong to Muslim national group. 

6. In, general, I'm glad to be a member Muslim my national group. 

7. Overdi, I often feel that the Muslim nationality to which 1 belong is not 

worthwhile. 

8. 1 feel good about the Muslim nationality 1 belong to. 

9. Overdl, Muslirn national group is considered good by others. 

10. Most people consider Muslim national group, on the average, to be more 

ineffective than other national groups. 



-3 -2 - 1 
strongl y disagree 

+3 
strongly agree 

1 1.  In general, others respect the Muslim national group. 

12. In general, others think that the Musiim national group is unwocthy. 

L 3. Overall, my belongiag to M u s h  nationaiïty has very little to do with how 1 feel 

about rnyself. 

14. The Muslim national group is an important reflection of who I am. 

15. In general, belonging to Muslim national group is an important part 

of my self-image. 

16. The Muslim national group is unimportant to rny sense of what 

kind of a person 1 am. 



Appendix E 

Rosenberg's Self Esteem Scaie 

Instructions: Please indicate your degree of agreement or disagreement wiîh each of the 

following staternents by circling the appropriate option for each statement. 

i=strongiy disagree 

2=disagree 

3=agree 

4=strongly agree 

1. On the whole, 1 am satisfied with myself. 1 

2. At times I think 1 am no good at di. 1 

3.1 feel that 1 have a number of good quaiities. 1 

4.1 am able to do thhgs as welI as most other people. 1 

5.1 feel1 do not have much to be proud of- 1 

6.1 certainly feel useless at times. 1 

7.1 feel that I'm a person of wonh, at least on an equal plane with 

others. 1 

8.1 wish 1 codd have more respect for myself. 1 

9. Al1 in all, 1 am inclined to feel that 1 am a failure. 1 

10.1 take a positive attitude toward myself, 1 



Appendix F 

Emotional sipnificance of membershir, scale 

Please indicate the extent to which the following statements describe your emotions with 

respect to your Serb nationality- 

I 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Not at al1 Extremel y 

1. 1 feel proud that 1 belong to Serb nationality. 

2. Being a Serb is a source of fnistration to me. 

3. 1 am happy that 1 was born in a Serb family. 

4. 1 am ashamed that 1 belong to a Serb nationality. 

5. 1 regret that 1 was born in a Serb farnily. 

6. Being a Serb makes me feel secure. 

7. 1 am angry at my nationality- 

8. Being a Serb makes me feel guilty. 

9. 1 feel compassion with other people of my nationality, 

10.1 like to say that 1 belong to Serb nationality. 
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Please indicate the extent to which the foiiowing statements describe your emotions 

with respect to your Muslim nationality- 

1 2 3 

Not at al1 

Extremely 

1. 1 feel proud that 1 belong to Musiim nationality. 

2. Being a Muslim is a source of frustration to me. 

3. 1 am happy that 1 was bom in a Muslim farnily. 

4. I am asharned that 1 belong to a Muslim nationaiity. 

5. 1 regret that I was bom in a Musiim family. 

6. Being a Muslim makes me feel secure. 

7. 1 am angry at my nationality- 

8. Being a Muslim makes me feel guilty. 

9. 1 feel compassion with other people of my nationality. 

10.1 like to say that 1 belong to Muslim nationality. 



Appendix G 

Measure of group involvement 

1) Do you have any close family members left in former Yugoslavia? Yes No 

2) if yes, how much contact do you have with them? 

1 
never 

2 3 4 5 
rare1 y sometimes often very often 

3) Have you lost any close family member in the war in Bosnia? Yes 

4) If yes, how often do you think about that? 

2 3 4 
rarely some times often 

5) Do you have any family members here? 

5 
very often 

Yes No 

6) Please indicate whether it is new farnily (spouse and children) or birth family or 

both? 

7) If yes, how much contact do you have with hem? 

i 
never 

2 3 4 
rare1 y sometirnes often 

8) Do you have any fiiends left in former Yugoslavia ? 

9) if yes, how much contact do you have with them? 

2 3 4 
rare1 y some times often 

10) Have you Iost any fkiends in the war in Bosnia? 

5 
very often 

Yes No 

5 
very often 

Yes No 



1 1 ) if yes, how often do you think about that? 

2 3 4 5 
rarely sometimes often very often 

12) Do you participate in activities organised by your community here? 

1 2 3 4 5 
never rarely some times often very often 

13) Are your fnends here of the sarne nationality as you are? 

1 2 3 4 5 

None at al1 A few Some Many AU of them 

14) Does your partner or spouse belong to different nationality? 

Yes ( 1 )  No (2) 



Appendix H 

Social distance scale 

Using the scale below, please rate how cornfortable you wouid feel to have a 

SerbMuslim in the following social positions. Fiü in the blanks with your rathgs. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

Not at al1  ver^ 
comfortabIe comfortable 

A neighbour 

My roornmate 

My spiritual 
counsellor 

My employer 

My personal 
p hysician 
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Appendùr 1 

Questionnaire on perceived bias 

The article you have read was taken kom newspaper published in 

Given the context and its specificity, we wouid like you to rate your perceptions of this 

article dong each dimension. 

1. Overall tone of this article 

-3 -2 -1 

Pro Serbs 

2. Number of arguments presented 

-3 -2 - 1  

More in favor of 

of Serbs 

3. Strength of arguments presented 

S tronger in 

favor of Serbs 

Favors neither 

O +1 

Equal number 

for both 

Equally strong 

for both 

4. Who is portrayed as responsible for conducting the violence 

-3 -2 - 1 O +1 

Serbs more E W ~ Y  

responsible responsible 

5. After reading this article initially neutrai viewers would become - 

-3 -2 -1 O +1 

agains t Serbs 

Pro Muslims 

+2 +3 

More in 

favor of Muslims 

S tronger in 

favor of Muslims 

+2 

Muslims more 

responsible 



6- Personal views of editors of tbis article 

-3 -2 - 1 O +I 

More in favor 
Serbs 

Favors Neither 

7. in your opinion Western media is 
-3 -2 -1 O 

More in 
Cavor OC Serbs 

Favors Neither 

8. in your opinion who is responsible for the attack ? 

-3 - Serbs for sure 3 -  Muslims for sure 

-2 -- Most likely Serbs 2 -- Most Iikely Muslirns 

- 1 --- Probably Serbs 3 -  Probably Muslims 

0 ---- 1 don't know 

More in favor of 
of Muslims 

More in 
favor of Muslims 
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UN can't prove that Muslims have attacked their own 
Ian Traynor 
The Guardian 
VIENNA 

VIENNA - Before Saturday's massacre of innocents by a mortar in Sarajevo, one of the 
wont atrocities in the besieged city was the killing of more than 20 and wounding of 
more than 100 Lined up for bread six weeks into the war. 

Then, as now, the besieging Serbs denied blame for the carnage and accused the rnainly 
Muslim Bosnian govemment of murdering its own citizens as a propaganda shmt aimed 
at provoking outside intervention in Bosnia-Hercegovina 

The United Nations in Sarajevo says it is unable to pinpoint precisely the origin of 
Saturday's 120mm mortar sheli- It never identified those guilty of the bread line attack on 
May 27, 1992. 

But suspicions that the Muslims murdered their own in May 1992 have been revived. 

UN and diplornatic sources in Zagreb, Geneva and New York, however, al1 intimately 
connected with operations in the are% unanimously maintain they know of no instance 
where Muslirns have committed a m i t i e s  against their own. 

"1 am not aware that the UN has ever officiaUy found that the Muslims attacked their 
own people, says a UN official. "It's such a serious charge that it should not be bandied 
around cailously. 

Nothing found in reports 

One of the most senior UN officiais in former Yugoslavia, who has been there since the 
UN operation began in spring 1992, says he has combed the files for reports on who was 
responsible for the bread line mortar and found nothiag. 

"There is no conclusive evidence at dl- Reports of classified documents are hogwash. 
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In August 1992, a British newspaper reported that senior UN offîcials in New York 

believed the Muslims were staging atrocities against Musiims to gain international 
sympathy. The report was said to be based on confidentid documents and classified 
briefings, none of which were cited- 

The Bosnian goveniment rebutted the allegations as reminiscent of Nazi claims that Jews 
were burning their own synagogues during the Third Reich. 

A well-placed source at the UN in New York says he is not aware of any UN cables on 
the 1992 attack- It is not even clear if the UN carried out an investigation. 

Two UN sources say the story that the Muslims peipetrated the 1992 attack origioated 
with Gen. Lewis MacKenzie of Canada, the fmt  UN commander in Bosnia- He was in 
Belgrade the day of the Sarajevo attack. 

In bis book, Peacekeeper , MacKenzie says he told President Francois Mitterrand of 
France in Sarajevo a month after the bread line carnage that there were strong suspicions 
that the Muslims had carried out the attack- 

'"ïhere is strong but circumstantial evidence that some reaUy horrifying acts of cruelty 
attributed to the Serbs were actually orchestrated by the Muslims against their own people 
for the benefit of an international audience, he cites himeIf as telling Mitterrand- 

'To my knowledge, a UN official workiag in Bosnia since mid-1992 said Monday, 
"there has not been a single incident like bat. Such charges "are completey fabricated and 
trumped up. 
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Article 2 

UN team can't pin massacre on Serbs' artillery: Musüm-kd Bosnian army accused 
of 'staging' shelling that killed 68 
WASHINGTON POST 
ZAGREB, Croatia 

STORY TYPE: NEWS 

ZAGREB, Croatia - A special UN tearn reported Wednesday that it was unable to 
determine who f ied the 120-mm mortar round that klled 68 people in a Sarajevo 
marketplace on Feb. 5, touching off the current confrontation between NATO and the 
Bosnian Serbs. 

This was the same conclusion that the initial United Nations investigation into the 
incident reached the day afterward. The second investigation was ordered at the insistence 
of the Bosnian Serbs, who have k e n  widely blamed for the fatal shelling. 

The Serbs claimed the Muslim-led Bosnian army "s tage-managed' ' the whole incident 
to provoke NATO's military intervention. They threatened to withdraw from the Geneva 
peace talks 1 s t  week unless an impartial international investigation was undertaken. 

In a bid to defuse the issue, the UN speciai representative to the former Yugoslavia, 
Yasushi Akashi, appointed a new team made up of military technical experts from Spain, 
Pakistan, Canada, Russia and France- 

"There is insufficient physical evidence to prove that one party or the other fued the 
mortar bomb," said Col. Michel Gauthier of Canada, who led the five-man team. "The 
mortar bomb in question could have been fired by either side. 

"Both parties are known to have 120-mm mortars and the bombs to go dong with them. 
The team has no reason to believe that either party does not bave access to this type of 
ammunition." 

Gauthier said in his report that "theoretically " the origin of the mortar round could have 
been detemined with precision had it k e n  possible to correlate a M y  accurate andysis 
of the shell's Crater in the market with information about its estimated direction, angle of 
fire and range. 

But in practical terms, he said, no such correlation was possible because there were no 
UN observers in the general area northeast of Sarajevo fiom which the round was fired. 
The Bosnian Serbs had denied the observers freedom of movement in that area since 
October. 
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In addition, Gauthier said, the idormation provided by the Bosnian army about its 

positions in this area had been "inconclusive." 

UN observers on the southem side of the city had recorded the firing, he said, but only on 
the b a i s  of its impact on the marketplace and not a sighting of the mortar's position. 

Furthemore, Gauthier reported, the generd area fiom where the mortar round came 
overlapped the Serb-Bosnian army confrontation lines. "The distance of origin of frre 
clearly overlaps each side of the confrontation line by 2,000 metres," he said. 

The team had been unable to  sweep that area for traces of îhe mortar position- 

In any case, he argued, chere was Little h o p  of finding it because of fresh snow and "the 
strong likelihood that any such evidence has long since vanished." 

Under questioning, Gauthier disclosed that the mortar shell had reached the ground 
before exploding, rather than detonating at face level after crashing into a market s t d  as 
reported. He said the UN team made no attempt to analyse the metal of the sheii's 
rernains or the chernical makeup of its explosive charge to establish whether it had been 
manufactured in a Bosnian army or Serb factory. 

Such an anaiysis was beyond the scope of the team's mandate, Gauthier said. 
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Bosnian winter brings 
ROGER COEIEN 
NEW YORKTIMES 
PALE, Bosnia-Henegovina 

STORY TYPE: ANALYSiS 
SUBJECT: BOSMA YUGOSLAVIA CIVIL WAR 

PALE, Bosnia-Herzegovina - Nenad Tadic, a Bosnian Serb sotdîer, looked up yesterday 
at the snow falling heaviiy on the mountains surrounding Sarajevo and said, "The weather 
would achieve a four-month ceasefire, with or without the politicians." 

He was right. With snow falling and the weather bitterIy cold, the fighting season is 
largely over in Bosnia The ceasefire announced by former U S .  president Jimmy Carter 
that is schedded to start tomorrow is therefore relatively insignificant unless it can be 
developed into a real disengagement of forces. 

Such a disengagement, buffered by United Nations forces, took place eariier this year in 
central Bosnia, where there had been brutal fighting between Muslims and Croats. But in 
that instance, the rival armies and politicians had decided to end, or at least bury, their 
di fferences, 

That is far fiom the case in the war between the Muslim-led Bosnian government forces 
and the Bosnian Serbs, who are based in Pale, outside Sarajevo. Announcing Carter's 
agreement, Sarajevo Radio said on Tuesday that it was signed by the governent  "and the 
war criminals in Pale." Conciliation is not yet in the air- 

Ar least not arnong the poiiticians of Bosnia Among the populations on either side there 
is, however, an immense fatigue that wouid, if it could ever find politicai expression, 
open the door to peace at least a crack. But politics in the Balkans does not seem to work 
this way. 

"The war has destroyed us psychoiogicaliy," said Milja Gluhovic, a Bosnian Serb in Pale 
who lost both her husband and brother last May to a single Bosnian sheli that landed in 
their trench in the mountains above Sarajevo. "Everyone wants peace, everyone," she 
said. "But the prospects are dim." 
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In Sarajevo, an accountant named Arnra who declined to give her Iast name said: "It is 

very sad when. after two and a half years, you see there is nothing left. 1 hate this place. I 
hate these people, If 1 can ever get away, I WU never corne back." 

Such weariness, disillusionment and disgust with politicai manoeuvnng are now rampant 
throughout Bosnia, But the grim scheming that has akeady inflicted 32 months of war on 
Bosnia continues unabated. 

The Bosnian govemment of President Alija Izetbegovic, outraged by the Serbs' campaign 
of terror against Muslims across much of Bosaia, wants to "liberate" the country from the 
Bosnia Serb leader Radovan Karadzic and the maay Serbs who foUow him. 

If that remains the case, Izetbegovic will try to use an eventual four-month respite from 
fighting to continue reanning and building an army that has made immense strides over 
the past two years. 

Despite the successful Serbian onslaught on the western Muslim enclave of Bihac, the 
Bosnian army continues to put the Serbs under new pressure elsewhere in other parts of 
the country. 

A Bosnian military victory over Karadzic wodd almost certainly take years; moreover, 
there wouid still be many Serbs left in Bosnia who would not want to live under a 
Muslim-led govemment. And the toil of political and econornic isolation that goes with 
Karadzic's ideas would uitimately prove cnppling. 

If the United States, Bntain, France, Germany and Russia, - the Contact Group that has 
drawn up a peace plan for Bosnia - can convince the opposing sides of the futility of this 
essentiai stalemate, there might be some chance of a real cessation of hostilities that 
wouid outiast the effects of the winterits annuai ceasefire 
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TRUDY RUBIN 

The new Bosnia; Serbs, West to blame for death of pluralism 
TRUDY RUBIN 
KNIGHT-RIDDER 

STORY TYPE: COLUMN 
SUBJECT: BOSNIA YüGOSLAVIA CIVIL WAR MUSLIMS 

A fùndamentalist Islamic state in the heart of Europe: that is what Bosnian Serbs cIairn to 
be irying to prevent by waging war agaïnst Bosnian Muslims. 

Some European govemments appear to believe this crude Serbian propaganda, which 
may be why they have failed to help the Bosnians. 

But, in a self-fblfilling prophecy, it is the Serbs and the West who may succeed in 
trans fonning multi-ethnic Bosnia into a one- party Muslim state. 

Three years of brutal war have eaten away at the ethnic tolerance that once characterized 
Bosnia's largest cities. 

Back in 1992, when Bosnia declared independence, its govemment pledged to build a 
multi-ethnic society. That was an uphill struggle: predominantly Serbian regions wanted 
to link up with Serbia, and the biggest politicai parties in Bosnia formed dong  ethnic 
iines. 

But in cosmopolitan cities such as Sarajevo and Tuzla, multi- ethnic parties did well. The 
prevailing sentiment among ordùiary Muslims, who frequently intermarried, was to retain 
a multi-ethnic state. That was before Serbs gained 70 per cent of Bosnian territory by 
"ethnic cleansing" and war. 

And it was before Western leaders refused to help the new govemment of Bosnia Save 
the country from ethnic partition by the Serbs. 

With no end to the fighting in sight, Sarajevo is becoming less multi-eihnic and more 
Islamic. The mostly Muslim Bosnian govemment has introduced Islamic religion classes 
into public schools. 

Media lambasted 



The Washington Post reports this week that ail but one non-Mush director of the 
country's state-run f m  have k e n  dismissed- Bosnia's Muslim education minister has 
lambasted the independent media for their secular ideals. 

And there is an increasing exodus of Bosnian Croats and Serbs who had been committed 
to staying on in a multi-ethnic Bosnia They c m  seek refuge and residence with their 
ethnic cousins in the new states of Croatia or Serbia Bosnian Muslims, on the other hand, 
have no where else to go, 

When 1 visited Bosnia this summer, diplomats told me that the iricreasingly Islamic 
climate was very much the product of war. The changes reflect the authoritarian political 
clirnate of communist Yugoslavia that would have k e n  rnodified in a peaceful Bosnia. 

But, in a country under military siege, the leading Bosnian poiitical Party, formed by 
ethnic Muslims and headed by President Aiija Izetbegovic, is starting to exerf the kind of 
controi common to a one-party state. Although it rules in alliance with a Croatian party, 
Croats get less of the spoils, and Bosnian Serbs are left out in the cold. 

Loyalty to the Party is becoming the condition for patronage jobs. Thus, one Bosnian 
Serb surgeon 1 met in Sarajevo, who was engaged to a M u s h  doctor, told me in despair 
that a poorly quaiified Musiim doctor had been made the head of ber department. 

She had been told she had no future, although she had worked side by side with Muslims 
and Croats in bloody operating rooxns under Serbian siege. She now plans to emigrate. 

Another contributor to "Muslimization" of Bosnia is a huge population shift. More than 1 
million Musiim refugees have been forced into a tiny percentage of Bosnian territory by 
Serbian ethnic cleansing. Many are rural people, more conservative and religious than 
their urban counterparts. Most have suffered horron at the hands of Serbs. 

This influx of Muslims has upset the old balance of Bosnian Serbs, Croats and Muslims 
in the cities. In the city of Tuzla, whose voters opted for a multiethnic party in 1990 
elections, thousands of Bosnian Serbs and Croats have chosen to leave recentiy. 

Appeals to Muslim nationalism have become more popular with M u s h  politicians, as 
Bosnia's isolation has deepened. Young Bosnian Muslims, who once considered 
themseives European, now feel that Europe has rejected and abandoned them because of 
their religion. 

Bosnian Muslirns are also very aware that the only countrïes that have helped them with 
money and illegal shipments of weapons are Middle Eastern Muslim nations such as 
Libya and Iran. 
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In Sarajevo this surnrner, 1 spoke with Bosnian Prime Minister Haris Silaclzjic about 

the danger that his country would become beholden to radical Mideast nations. He said, 
"We have to take aid from whoever will give it." He also denied that Bosnia got aid ti-om 
Iran. 

But Iranian arms shipments have been intercepted en route to Bosnia, and Iran is widely 
assumed to be funding Bosnian governrnent arms purchases. 1 asked another Bosnian 
officiai why his prime minister would deny those facts. 

Western indifference 

"We don1 like to speak about such things," the officid told me sadly. 'We dont want our 
young people to be grateful to Iran-" He and others told me they feared that Western 
indifference would make some young Bosnians choose to identiQ with radicai Islam. 

And yet, even today, it is impossible to confuse Sarajevo with the capital of a 
fundamentalist country. Serb Orthodox churches stand untouched (unlike mosques 
burned down in Serbian-captured territory). The press is still fke. 

This Ml, a group of Sarajevo intellectuals called Circle 99 has collected more than 
150,000 signatures on a petition drive cdling for a united and multi-ethnic Sarajevo. 

The group has protested against the frring of non-party members from important 
positions in Sarajevo, and changes in the Bosnian d t a r y  to downgrade non-Muslim 
comrnanders. 

But the fight for a tolerant, multi-ethnic Bosnia may be a losing one. When 1 miilion 
Muslims are driven into a virtual reservation because of their religion, who c m  doubt that 
some will heed the c d  to revenge? 

By expelling al1 Muslims from Bosnian areas of Serbia, the Serbs have succeeded in 
killing the pluralistic spirit of Bosnia. 

And the West wiU have little cause to cornplain if the end result is a one-party Musiim 
state. After ail, Western nations rehsed to stop the destruction of multi-ethnic Bosnia, so 
how can they cornplain at the most likely result? 
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Tmth iost in Bosnia's Cog OC war 
Don Sellar Toronto Star 

LENGTH: Medium ( 300 - 700 ) 
SUBJECT: THE STAR'S OMBUDSMAN BOSNLAIEERZEGOVINA 

BY ANY yardstick, the mortar attack on civilians at the Markale market in Sarajevo three 
Saturdays ago was a barbaric act. The toll: 68 dead. and more than 200 wounded. 

So who launched the 120-rnillirnetre shell that caused the worst massacre in the 22- 
month siege of Sarajevo? 

Like many questions hovering in the fog of war in Bosnia, it hasnt been answered 
conclusivel y. 

The possibility exists that for diplornatic if not technical reasons, responsibility may 
never be fixed unequivocdly. 

A United Nations report has concluded that investigators were unable to determine the 
origin of the sheli. 

(At the time, Serbian and Muslim-led Bosnian government forces both had weapons in 
the snowy hills northeast of the crowded market.) 

So far, The Star has run no fewer than 15 stories or editocîals mentioning the massacre. 

Al1 but one were careN not to affix blame, even though the monar attack galvanized 
NATO allies, Canada included, into giving the Bosnian Serbs 10 days to withdraw their 
heavy guns fkom the Sarajevo hills, or face air suikes. 

But on Feb. 10, a Page 1 story referred in passing to "last weekend's bloody Serb mortar 
attack." 

It was a mistake, given the insufficient evidence. 

To readers with Serb-tinted glasses, the slip-up was more than that: it was proof The Star 
would use the news columns to pin the blame on Serbs, regardless of the facts. 

Some who called the Ombudsman to cornplain werent content with a verdict of Not 
Proven in the market sheiling. They offered two contradictory explanations. 
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Version 1 was that the attack had not happened- This version, based on public 

statements by Bosnian Serb leaders half a world away, suggested the attack had been 
rigged and filmed using actors, plastic dummies and corpses of people kilied earlier, 

Version 2 was an equaiiy perverse-sounding allegation that Muslims had kïiled thei.. own 
people to win international condemnation of Serbians. 

Without accepting the tmth of either version, editors agreed the story went too far. They 
said The Star has k e n  wrongly accused of favoring every faction in the Baikans. 

"When ail sides are mad at us," remarked one senior editor a trifle weady, "we must be 
doing something nght." 

The poisonous Balkan broth of centuries-old ethnic rivairies bas the potentid to spi11 into 
locd stories, too. 

On Monday, a story about a pro-Serbian vigil at the US. consulate the night before 
mentioned that "representatives of Toronto's Greek and Jewish communities pledged 
their support by attending." 

Asked if the statement was accurate, a vigil organizer said no Jewish organization had 
sent representatives. 

Also, Manuel Prutschi, executive àirector of the Canadian Jewish Congress, Ontario 
region, said that although Jews and Serbs have an &nity "because of their common 
victirnization during the Nazi period," the Jewish comrnunity sen& c l o t h g  and 
pharmaceutical aid on a non-sectarian ba is -  

indeed, hours after the market sheiling, it supported the evacuation of 296 Croats, Jews, 
Muslims and Serbs from the war-weary city. 

And, as  Pmchi made a point of noting, that list is in alphabeticai order. May those who 
write and edit news about the former Yugoslavia continue to exercise sirniiar care. 
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Yugoslav wars a godsend for hired guns Inspired by patriotism, money or 
adventure, several thousand mercenaries and volunteers fight on al1 sides 
Janusz Bugajski SPECIAL TO THE STAR 
WASHINGTON 

WASHINGTON - The Yugoslav wars have provided a happy hunting ground for several 
thousand veteran mercenaries and advenhue-seeking volunteers from al1 corners of the 
globe- 

Military uni& on ail sides of the barricades have eagerly recniited foreign fighters since 
the outbreak of hostilities in June, 199 1, although well-supplied Serbian combatants in 
Croatia have had littie need for foreign mercenaries, and only a few dozen exiles have 
returned to offer their services. 

Three distinct types of volunteers flocked to the besieged Croats during their six-month 
war with the Yugoslav army and Serbian guerrillas: emigre patrïots. fnistrated eastem 
Europeans and professional instruc tors from Western mili taries. 

During the summer of 199 1, the disorganized and outgunned Croatian Defence Force 
welcomed al1 the foreign assistance it could muster: weapons, trainers and volunteers. 
Croatian communities in Canada, the U.S., Australia and Germany mobilized to defend 
their newly independent homeland. Several hundred young emigres signed up; some had 
served in foreign annies, but the majonty were raw recruits, 

For these fighters, a sense of duty and patriotism rather than easy money or job security 
were the prime motivators. Most entered the ranks of the official Croat units, while a 
handful enlisted in the p a r d i t a r y  arm of the hyper-nationalist Party of Rights who are 
on a self-deciared mission to hunt down Serbs. 

Jobless eastern European teenagers also signed up to fight with the Croats, usually for an 
undisclosed fee. They were recnüted either by shady war profiteers or by political 
organizations avidly endorsing Zagreb's independence bid. 

Despite legal prohibitions, at least 150 Poles were enlisted by a Krakow-based outfit 
whose recruiting posters declared, "Young Poles, Croatia is waiting for you!" Fifteen 
volunteers were subsequently killed by Serbian forces during the destruction of Vukovar. 
Dozens more are believed to be fighting alongside Croat forces in Bosnia, together with 
Slovaks, Czechs, Hungarians and Bulgarians. 



The Croatians also welcomed Western professionais to train its troops in anti-terrorism 
and counterinsurgency techniques. 

When the Serbian-Croatian war subsided in January, 1992, many of these "advisers" 
continued their careers in Croatian Herzegovina Two such British trainers were captured 
and tortured to death in Travnik, central Bosnia this February, supposedly by Serbian 
forces. 

A number of young soldiers reportedly deserted fÎom the British army to seek thdis on 
the Yugoslav battiefields, One adventurer was featured in interviews Iast September 
claiming that he had formed a "special operations" squad that engaged in hit-and-run 
sorties behind Serbian h e s .  

But he vehemently denied any involvement in atrocities: "We dont massacre civilians, 
pillage villages or rape women. 1 ban alcohol and dmgs in the unit, and Ite had to reject 
some volunteers who were psychopaths or Nazis." 

The protracted three-sided guemlia war in Bosnia-Herzegovina has proved a powerful 
magnet for international mercenaries- The number of mercenaries has been estimated at 
between 5,000 and 20,000, among a quarter-million total combatants- 

The Croatian Defence Forces in westem Herzegovina and central Bosnia receive 
volunteers from westem Europe, the Croatian diaspora, and the Catholic countries of 
eastem Europe. Many eager young recruïts see the war as a Christian crusade against both 
Serbian comrnunism and Islamic extremism. 

But there is little evidence that they have formed disciplined mercenary units akin to 
those operating in several African conflicts during the 1960s and 1970s. The majority are 
incorporated in official formations loyal to Bosnia's Croatian leader Mate Boban. 

Several Amencan soldiers-of-fortune have dso turned up in Bosnia after enlisting in the 
Croatian army. Two young U.S. fighters, one of Croatian origin, were captured by Serb 
troops last August- Mer a spell in a military prison, they were handed over to the U S .  
consular offices in Belgrade, an event which the local media exploited to create a Serbian 
propaganda coup. 

The largest number of volunteers, estimated at around 4,000, have rallied around the 
beleaguered Muslims from a broad cross section of Islamic states, including Turkey, 
Algeria, Iran and Pakistan. 

Others have been enlisted from among Albanian and Turkish guest workers in Germany, 
Australia and Switzerland. Even Afghan mujahideen have been active in the central 
Bosnian regions of Zenica and Travnik. One weiî-known commander, Sheikh Mahmud 
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Abdul Aziz, is reported to lead an International Islamic Brigade of some 400 devoted 
volunteers. 

Belgrade naturally exaggerates the influence of radical islamic mercenaries on Bosnian 
politics to depict the conflict as a global extremist conspiracy. In fact, arrîving Muslims 
have experienced a profound culture shock in Bosnia due to the lax ritual standards of 
local Sumis. But despite their alien religious ardor, many imported holy warrïors are 
valued by Sarajevo for their courage, detennination and discipline. 

The increasingly stretched Serbian forces in Bosnia have also embraced foreign 
couscripts- Volunteers fiom Orthodox Christian couutries, like Russia, Romania and 
Greece, have answered the c d  to defend the dlegedly endangered Serbs from "Catholic 
fascistsw and "Islamic militants." 

By far the largest number are Russians, enlisted by various nationalist, monarchist and 
Cossack organizations. 

According to the Moscow News, roughly 500 Russian volunteers are currentiy stationed 
in Bosnia, mostly in battle zones dong the Drina river border with Serbia Many are on 
three-month contracts, receiving $25 a month, a salary more generous than the average 
Russian wage. 

Their motives appear as much personal as they are ideological or financial. This was 
confirmed in a recent interview with a Russian mercenary in the newspaper Moskovsky 
Komsomolets; the youth claimed that money had Little to do with their presence, it was 
more "the need to be real men-" 

Russian officiais are also suspected of involvement in the mercenary business. London's 
Observer newspaper reported in February that Russian soldiers and technicians had k e n  
dispatched to Serbian-held areas of Croatia to operate missile batteries sold to Belgrade in 
a secret $360 million sanctions-busting deal. 

The authorities in Moscow are taking action to end such embarrassments. The Russian 
parliament approved a draft law on March 1, 1993, proposing a provision in the cnmind 
code banning the recruitment, arming, financing and training of mercenaries. 

But with no end to the conflict in sight, the remnants of Yugoslavia will continue to 
attract foreign adventUrers in search of profit, patriotism and perii. 

* Janusz Bugajski is associate director of east European Studies at the Washington-based 
Centre for Strategic and International Studies, a bi-partisan research institute. 
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Appendix K 

Debriefimg 

It is believed that k i n g  a member of a group affects one's perception of the faimess or 

credibility of mass media More specifically, when presented with media reports related 

to them, members of a group accept inComation that is agreeable with their opinions as 

accurate. Aiso they tend to reject information that is against their view as biased 

propaganda The purpose of this study is to examine the underlying bases of this biased 

perception. 

Our goal is to study the responses of two opposing Bosnian groups (Muslims and 

Serbs) to specific newspaper articles, to determine exactiy how their perception and 

evaluations of these articles differ. We will try to understand how group members corne 

to see what they want to see and believe what they want to believe. What we expect to 

find is that each group will generally find these articles as biased against their own group. 

it is also expected that a "neutral" group (Canadians that won't have any personal 

comection with former Yugoslavia) will rate the material as relatively unbiased. 

However, not al1 members of a national group will fuid these articles to be biased to 

the same degree. Previous studies suggested that different factors (cognitive, emotional, 

and affective) account for variation in intergroup behavior. What we expect to find is that 

if being a SerbMuslim is very important to you (or central to your identity), then you will 

find these articles to be biased against your respective national group and you will 

perceive your national group to be very different from the other group. W e  aiso expect to 

find this sarne reaction for the people with lower coliective self-esteem, who are strongly 
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identified with the group. In addition, we beLieve that people who perceive themselves 

to be most affected by intergroup conflict (war in Bosnia) are more likey to have strong 

national identities. Finally, we expect to find that the more individual expenences 

emotions associated with own nationality the stronger he/she wiU be identified with 

hisher respective national group. 

W e  appreciate the time you took to participate in the study and want to  stress chat al1 

your answers are valuable. Although the articles that you read are from the Canadian 

newspapers, we understand that the reading about war may be upsetting for some people. 

Therefore, we stress that you contact myself or  one of the agencies Listed below if you 

have any concems regarding this study or the issues referred to in this study. The List of 

contacts includes agencies within both university and the community that are available. 

Due to the nature of this research, we ask you not to discuss the subject matter with 

potential participant. until testing is complete (approximately August of 1998). If you 

wish to discuss any additional aspects of the research we are available for appointments. 

You may con tact Sanela Dursun in room A304 Loeb (520-2600 ext.2683), or  Dr. K. 

Matheson (Principle Investigator), 520-2600, ext. 2648. if you have any questions and/or 

ethical concems regarding this experiment, you rnay also contact either of the following 

faculty members; Dr. M. Gick, 520-2600, ext.2664 (Chair of the Ethics Committee, 

Psychology Department); Dr. K. Matheson. 520-2600, ext. 2648 (Chair of the Psychology 

Department.) 




